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Phonological Models
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5.
1.0 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to review some recent 
models of synchronic and diachronic phonology and to suggest 
modifications or reinterpretations of them. 1.1 outlines 
the basic generative model of phonology end makes two sugges
tions with respect to it: 1) it may contain three levels, 
not two, and, 2) there should be a fourth level, the new 
phonemic. 1.2 discusses some aspects of the relationship 
between generative (competence) phonology and performance;
1.3 sets forth some models of historical change and the 
relationship of these models to my extension of the genera
tive model. These two sections also suggest that the no
tions ‘systematic phonemic level,1 and, therefore, ‘lexical 
level* are invalid. l.I;. presents an hypothesis that the 
set of all possible historical changes equals the set of all 
possible phonological rules, suggests a revision of the 
hypothesis, and proposes a proof for it. 1.5 i3 concerned 
with an organic model of phonology that attempts to rectify 
some false dichotomies and to reinforce some old but for-

4- am Afl

1.1 The Basic Model
The basic model for this study is derived from the 

outline of generative phonology in Paul Postal’s book,
Aspects of Phonological Theory.^ Since I wish to extend 
some of his concepts in ways with which he would probably 
disagree, I shall begin with some exposition of phonology 
as Postal sees it.
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Postal describes generative phonology as follows:
At the start let us stress certain features 

of the description of a sentence in systematic 
phonemic terms. Within such a theory, a sentence 
has two crucial types of phonological structure, 
one the systematic phonemic, a labelled bracketing 
and syntactic feature analysis of the string of 
systematic phonemes with appropriate boundaries. 
Such structures are at once both the final out
put of the transformational pa:"t of the syntax 
and the input to the phonological rules. The 
other crucial type of structure is a universal 
phonetic representation providing a theory of the 
instructions required by the speech apparatus to 
produce utterances which will be tokens of the 
sentence. The phonetic representations are the 
final output of the entire set of phonological 
rules. The rules which connect systematic phonemic 
and phonetic structure form a partially ordered 
series..., each rule operating on the output 
generated by the previously applied rule. This 
means that, besides the two crucial structures, 
each sentence has a very large number of repre
sentations, roughly one for each operation of 
each rule of the phonology which must be applied ^ 
in the derivation of its phonetic representation.

Or, as Noam Chomsky has more succinctly put it,
The phonological component is a system of 

rules that relate a surface structure to the 
phonetic representation of a string.
The two levels are connected in two ways. One is 

through the phonological rules, the other is by the 
II £ * C Oi i d i. ii- d- on * c s f i n i j s  t h i s  hs.3?cL ir*o 

but comes close to a definition in the following state
ment:

In general then systematic phonological 
representation makes a set of indirect claims, 
claims that the phonetic form of a particular 
systematic representation must be such and 
such unless there are special phonological 
rules which determine otherwise.*+
Postal views the systematic phonetic level as a

fully specified set of instructions for the proper state
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of each part of the articulating apparatus; it contains 
sets of n-ary specifications (i.e., relative points in 
continua) for each phone. Chomsky says of this level:

The final output of the system of phonological 
rules will be a phonetic matrix for the 
sentence as a whole in which columns stand for 
successive segments (phones) and rows define 
phonetic distinctive features, regarded now as 
scales, the entry indicating where a segment 
falls along a scale.5
Postal proposes that at some point in a grammar 

(as determined by that grammar) binarily marked distinc
tive feature matrices will be converted by Detail Rules 
(D-rules) into n-arily marked articulatory instructions• 
The range of values for any n-ary scale will be determined 
by a cross-language examination of all possible contrast
ing phonetic points in that continuum.^

For our purposes we will also need a definition of 
the concept *level of representation.' Chomsky defines 
it as follows:

That is, if we mean by the phrase * level 
of representation* a system of representations 
that appears at some well-defined point in the 
process of sentence-generation, then the 
grammar provides no level of phonemic repre
sentation (it is difficult to imagine what „
other sense might be given to this expression).

The two essential criteria for a level are:
1) that there be a system of representations; and
2) that the system appear at some well-defined point

O4«a m AnJLil OVAAWAAWW

1.11 Two Levels at the Top?
It has been suggested in recent generative literature 

that there may be a level in phonology above the
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systematic phonemic level. In one place Chomsky says:
The input to the phonological component I 

will call a phonological representation.
He footnotes this statement as follows:

Alternatively, we might restrict the 
term 'phonological representation* to the 
representation that we have at the point 
at which all grammatical formatives other 
than boundary symbols are eliminated in 
favor of matrices, so that what we have is 
a string of phonological matrices and boundary 
symbols.. .with IC structure.. .marked. This 
is what is called "systematic phonemic 
representation" in Chomsky (Current Issues 
in Linguistic Theory)....9

The level that Chomsky calls the phonological representation 
contains all the items listed in the lexicon. The system 
it represents will contain the same elements as the lower 
systematic phonemic level (and therefore fulfills condi
tion 1) above), but a good deal happens between the two 
levels. The major operation to occur in that portion of 
the phonology is all of the strictly morphologically 
conditioned morphophonemics, i.e., of the 

sT / Past — ^  s5 
type. In addition, all grammatical formatives that have 
phonologically conditioned allomorphs are replaced by 
phonological matrices. The systematic phonemic level, 
then, would be that level of representation that occurs 
after the last rule in the phonology that replaces some 
formative with a phonological representation (readjust
ment rules) and before the first rule in the phonology 
that operates on a string composed entirely of phonological 
matrices, IC structure and boundary symbols. The
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9«
phonological level (which I shall call the lexical level 
to avoid confusion) would occur Just after the lexical 
insertion rule and just before the operation of the first 
rule in the phonology. (This constitutes its fulfillment 
of condition 2) above.) In other words, sentences may 
have phonological representations on three levels: the 
lexical, the systematic phonemic, and the systematic 
phonetic.’*'®
1.12 Two Levels at the Bottom?

Postal argues at length against a fourth level,
♦ autonomous phonemics* (old phonemics). His major argument
is that a phonemic level necessitates grammars that are
uneconomical (require unnecessary rules) or unmotivated
(require ad hoc rules). Ke refers to Halle's classic
example from Russian to show that old style phonemics would
require a voicing rule to apply at two different places
in the phonology, i.e.. that a rule would have to be

11repeated. Chomsky and others have also referred to 
this particular example to prove their point about old 
phonemics • Their argument is valid in showing that an 
old style phonemic solution of Russian with the condition 
of 'biuniqueness* would obscure the true nature of obstru
ent voicing in Russian. However, their claim by no means 
proves that no phonemic level is possible, especially 
if different constraints are allowed to operate in the 
theory. In fact, a close examination of Halle's solu
tion will show that his solution itself obscures aspects
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10.
of Russian phonology and that it may very well not be the 
optimal description.

Halle covers predictable obstruent voicing in Russian 
with the following phonological rules and definitions:

In order to state the voicing rules in a 
simple fashion, it is necessary to set up the 
following classes:

Sonorants; i.e., vowels, liquids, the glide, 
and the nasal consonants.

Obstruents; i.e., all other morphonemes 
except {*vt ....

Rule F lb. Unless followed by an obstruent,
{ĉ  , and are voiceless....

A single obstruent or several consecutive 
obstruents occurring in sequence regardless of 
intervening preposition or word boundaries will 
be termed an obstruent cluster....(Italics in 
original)

Rule P 2, If an obstruent cluster is followed 
by a word boundary or by a phonemic phrase bound
ary, all segments in the cluster are voiceless.

Rule P 3a. If an obstruent cluster is fol
lowed by a - (dash) boundary or by a sonorant, 
then with regard to voicing the cluster conforms 
to the last segment; if it is voiced, so are
all other segments in the cluster; if it is
voiceless, so is the entire cluster. 12
The first difficulty to note in Halle's solution is

that Rule P lb is not a P-rule in current practice; the
voieelessness of these sounds is covered by .marking theory.
According to that theory the optimum obstruent is voiceless,
so that the three consonants £c^ , {c\ and will
be [u voiced] before the marking conventions apply and
[- voiced] after they apply. (According to marking theory,

all segments must be marked for every feature by the time
the phonological rules apply, i.e., these three obstruents
will be [- voiced] even in contexts where Halle left
them unmarked after the application of Rule P lb.)
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11.
If the reader will now try substituting the defini

tion of obstruent cluster for the words *obstruent cluster* 
in Rule P 2, he will find the next difficulty. Apparently 
some boundaries are in a sense absolute, that is, voicing 
assimilation stops there. It is not clear from Halle's 
rules and definition just what this boundary is, but since 
he does not use the boundary symbol *#* in his description 
of Russian, I shall now use that symbol to indicate this 
absolute barrier to voicing assimilation. Stating Rule P 2 
formally:

2) [/ voiced] -> [- voiced] / [____] ( [Obs.])^[#]
This rule is commonly referred to as the devoicing of 
final obstruents.

Rule P 3a says, in effect, that in an obstruent cluster 
preceding anything except //#//, the obstruents preceding 
the last one assimilate to it in voicing. Formally:

3) [Obs.]-* [«<voiced] / [----] [0̂ ; icea] [ £ L p r # l

Rule P 3& appears to be a neat alpha rule. There is 
that messy problem of stating negative environments formally, 
as opposed to verbally, but a way can usually bo found 
around that problem. But is the rule really that neat?
What exactly does it do? Since the voiceless obstruents 
are all marked as such by the marking conventions, : the 
only effect that this rule will have on them is to voice 
them when they precede voiced obstruents. Note that the 
class of voiceless obstruents includes sounds like [tl 
and the defective series , |c^ and £x^ •
Rule P 3a also devoices the voiced obstruents in the
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12.
opposite environment, i.e., before voiceless obstruents. 
Sounds like £d^ , for example, will become voiceless.
This means that part of the devoicing of the voiced series 
is put into Rule P 2 and part of it is put into Rule .
P 3a. Moreover, by so doing, it makes it appear that the 
voicing of {c^ , il\ and £x^ is the oddity in Russian
phonology, when really it is the special devoicing of the 
voiced series.

Just what exactly goes on in Russian? At the deepest 
level, some morphemes are distinguished by final voiced 
and voiceless stops. For example, /Ad// 9^ /At//. No 
morphemes, however, are distinguished by distinctive voicing 
in the three obstruents //c//, //c// and //x//. For 
example, there is /Ac// but no //*X^,//. That is a fact 
about Russian. The next fact to note is that the voiced 
and voiceless contrasts in morpheme final position are 
neutralized in certain contexts. This means, in effect, 
that phonemic merger occurs; the only way in these contexts 
to- find the underlying forms is by examining the other 
allomorpris of uhe morphemes. Tne third fact uo noue xs ukav 
the voicing of obstruents is predictable on the basis of 
phonetic environment under certain conditions. This means 
that certain phonetic features in Russian are phonetically 
redundant and therefore reveal nothing about underlying

Th.s ndutpfiliz&tlcn szicL th,6 phonstic rfidunijfitncy stb 
two different phenomena and should be distinguished in 
any phonological description of the language.
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13.
Halle's solution can be improved with some of the 

modifications to generative theory that are proposed in 
this paper. • Rule P 2 may be reformulated as follows:

2> '/voiced1 ~ > t - voiced] / [ _ ]  [{obs.,#}]
For example, X d — > Xt/__ £obs., . This rule now
performs the phonemic merger between the voiceless and 
voiced obstruents in the appropriate contexts. The Prague 
school would call this neutralization and would prefer to 
establish an archiphoneme. In generative theory that 
would require either a third entity or a ternary feature 
system; therefore, the theory requires a merger of the 
voiced series.into the voiceless series. This merger is 
supported by marking theory in that the expensive member 
of the contrast, [ra voiced] , has now become the cheap 
member, [u voiced] • Also, some systematic phonemic 
//d// will become /t/ only to be revoiced in certain contexts 
to [d] . Therefore, this solution still seems to contain
non-Russian artifacts of generative theory.

• Rule P 3a will be revised as follows:
n V r - _ r - - . 7 • r ■» r O b S .  1
i) l O D s . J  L ^ v o i c e a j  /  l  J L / v o i c e d i

for example, t,c d,| / { j C Voiced3

That is, an obstruent will assimilate in voicing to a final 
voiced obstruent in a cluster. There is no need to use 
an alpha rule because all obstruents in a position to 
assimilate are already voiceless. The only operation to 
occur is the voicing of voiceless obstruents in certain 
phonetic environments.
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111..
But now 2) is a P-rule and 3) appears to be a D-rule. 

If we choose to list the representations of forms after 
all P-rules have been applied and before the D-rules have 
applied we would have the following typical developments:

I II III
Systematic
Phonemic

Systematic
Phonetic

xt#)
Xd#5 xt# Xtff

XtObs.} 
XdObs.3 XtObs.

f XtObs•
V -voiced 
TXdObs.
V  /voiced

Xtli
Xdli

Xtli
Xdli

Xtli
Xdli

xS# m x£#

XcObs• XcObs.
f XcObs•
> -voiced
Txjobs.
V  /voiced

X*li Xcli Xcli
The column marked II is now an economical and motivated 
level between the systematic phonemic level and the syste
matic phonetic level.

Postal*s second argument against phonemics is that 
any other theory of phonemics that he has considered does 
not include such properties as the Naturalness Condition, 
the Marking Conventions, or any of the other advances of 
generative phonological theory. It goes without saying 
that earlier phonemic theories were weaker for not incor
porating these concepts and that any future theory must 
incorporate them, or something like them. It is also true 
that no theory of language will be compatible with speech
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15.
perception and production unless extensive grammatical 
prerequisites are allowed in.. phonology. But there does 
not seem to be any a priori reason why a phonological theory 
could not have some sort of level intermediary between 
systematic phonemics and systematic phonetics, and still 
incorporate the best aspects of present theory.

In fact Postal^ model of phonology contains the basis 
for another level of representation between his systematic 
phonemic and systematic phonetic levels. P-rules (phono
logical rules) operate with binarily valued inputs and 
outputs. The lowest binary output of the grammar enters 
D-rules which convert the binary code into values on n-ary 
scales. That the lowest binary output has always been 
considered a system is evidenced by the fact that almost- 
all (if not all) generative phonologies have called this 
level the systematic phonetic level, even though the latter 
has been described as being at some lower point. Thus 
Chomsky has the rule:

(2ij.) Consonant — ^ [/voiced] in the environment
/_____ [/voiced]

and later says of the rule
The grammar containing rule (2ij.) thus converts
phonological to phonetic representations...13

This comment contrasts with his earlier statement about 
phonetic scales. In other words, generativists have usually 
constructed their grammars on the basis of a final output 
of systematic representations, which coincide with this, 
the lowest level at which the rule output is binarily 
coded* A discussion of the differences between the two
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kinds of rules, P-rules and D-rules, will show that this 
level of representation also occurs at a well-defined point 
in the process of sentence generation.

P-rules are those rules which relate morpho(pho)nemes 
to the lowest binary output of the phonology. Their major 
formal characteristic is that they deal with binary values. 
Their function is to change entities into already existing 
ones (phonemio merger) or to create new entities from old 
ones (phonemic split). Many of these roles will be ordered 
(partial ordering). P-rules also specify alloraoi-phy.
Many, in fact, require extensive grammatical information 
for their f o r m u lationP-rules, in short, perform oper
ations, i.e., are process rules.

D-rules, on the other hand, involve changes in the 
character of an entity rather than merger or split of 
entities. Ordering is artificial or impossible, so that 
the rules should be considered to apply simultaneously. 
Simultaneity of rules implies that they are not process 
rules, but relational statements.

Thus, P-rules and D-rules differ greatly in the values 
they operate with, the ways in which they operate and in 
their internal relationships (ordered versus simultaneous, 
respectively). Their interface constitutes a well-defined 
point in the grammar. In addition, all forms in a language 
must have a representation at this level in their genera
tion; this allows for systemic phonological analysis of 
all of the entities involved in these representations. 
Therefore, the lowest binary output of the
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17.
»

phenology fulfills both conditions and it must be considered 
to be a level in the Chomskyian sense. I shall call this 
level the New Phonemic level. It would appear to be approx
imately equivalent to Column II in the chart on page lip.
1.13 The Function of Levels

I shall now consider what functions this four-level 
model may have in our understanding of performance (1.2), 
of historical change (1.3)» and of the nature of phono
logical rules (l.lj.).
1.2 Four Levels and Performance
1.21 Some Advantages of New Phonemes

The new phonemic level will allow for a useful distinc
tion between the modus operandi of P-rules and D-rules.
For example, the simultaneicus nature of D-rules may allow 
us to assign some operations to them in order to avoid the 
arbitrary ordering that would be required if they were 
considered to be P-rules. Suppose that in a language we 
have the following two rules

Sample Sample
Derivation: Derivation:

XZ XZ
1) X Y/ Z YZ 1) Z — ^ A/X___ XA
2) Z —>  A/Y___ YA 2) X - >  Y/ A YA
If these operations are to be considered to be ordered 
P-rules they would occur in either of the two orders above 
(which involve changes in the specification of the environ
ment), but would have to occur in one order. Not
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only are there no criteria for choosing between these 
alternate formulations, but it seems intuitively true that 
we do not want to be forced to make a choice. If the changes 
are formulated as D-rules with binary specifications for 
all of the structural description for both rules, and if 
the rules are applied simultaneously, the ordering problem 
is eliminated.

In addition, D-rules may also be required to clarify 
situations involving free variants. In S. E. Porno (from 
a discussion by Julius Moshinsky) an epenthetic vowel,
V , is subject to (in part) the following two rules where 
the first is optional:

so that phonetically we have both eCe and iCe but only 
iCi. It seems likely that a better solution would be to 
have one P-rule of the form

an optional D-rule to the effect that: 
e -> 1/ Ce

In fact, it seems likely that most free variation is 
better explained as a D-rule than as an optional P-rule.

be mapped by a D-rule onto a possible series of values 
rather than onto one locus. Thus, if the D-rule relating

3. c. Vo e/ Ce& 1 '
d. Va

Va H >  V _ G V . 1
allowing ior cne sequences 101 ana. eosj O-uu wivn .o

It seems quits plausible to say that a given segment may
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19.
binary features to the vowel height continuum is of the 
form

t

Fht

/High. 
-Mid J 
sL

, /High-, 
l/Mid J

+

,-High, 
1/Mid J

4?
,-High 
*■ -Mid

*
0 1 2 3
[i] [e] fe] [a]

then the rule above might be

t $ i ? ] - »  [0/1
with the meaning: Fj^ has the value 0 or 1 or any value 
in between. This seems to accord nicely with the intuitive 
nature of free variants,
1,22 Some Advantages of a Mixed Lexical Level and a Weak 

Systematic Phonemic Level
William S-Y ’Wang has questioned some aspects of syste-

matic phonemic representations as now posited by the gener- 
17ativists. ' First, many forms occur in too abstract a 

shape. For example, •man* and ‘cat,’ which exhibit no 
allomorphy, are nevertheless represented with an underlying 
back vowel that is shifted to the front along with other 
jlow oacK voweis X/iicix* cio OAXixbxt allomorphy> s.2s, the 
third vowel in ‘telegraph* versus ‘telegraphy.’ This 
leaves us with no convenient way to deal with such varia
tions as [ph ce,tiow] X  [p^a-tiow] for ‘patio’ and 
[pla. Z3 ] n<j [piazza ] for ‘plaza.’

Second, some types of representation may not be allowed 
at the systematic phonemic level, but the phonetic forms 
manifesting them may give no clue as to what the underlying 
shape should be. Thus, in English, the systematic phonemic
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level contains no schwa and no syllabic liquids, so that 
a form like ‘table* mu3t be represented with some basic 
vowel between the //b// and the //l//. If the ‘table* we 
have in mind is approximately equivalent to ‘chart,* then 
the underlying vowel is //u//, as revealed by the allomorphy 
in ‘tabular’ and ‘tabulate.’ But what about the ‘table’ 
that means the piece of furniture, whore there is no allo- 
morphy? Some diphthongs present similar problems. On 
the basis of ‘righteous,’ ‘right* is of the underlying form 
//rixt//. ‘Rite,’ on the other hand, is of the underlying 
shape //rite// becuase of the vowel reduction in ‘ritual.’ 
What about 'night,'‘light,’ ‘quite’ and ‘white’? (Note 
that in some American usages ‘night1 and ‘light' are spelled 
as *nit6! and ‘litc,’ respectively.) If the systematic 
phonemic representation of ‘produce’ contains a //kt// 
cluster, ('production'), does ‘misuse' contain one as 
well? If 'linear' and 'alignment' reveal the underlying 
forms of 'line' and 'align,' what about 'sign' and 'sine1? 
The. phonetic [2] of 'phase' reveals an underlying //s//; 
the phonetic [s] of 'face' reveals an underlying //k//.
What about the alternates [v£ys] , [vdyz] and [v q ,z ] for 
'vase'? (I say [v£ys] but [v£yziz] .) Or [grfys] rv 
[griyz] for the verb 'grease' or the adjective 'greasy'?

The classic example of the Mandarin palatals illustrates
another aspect of the problem of indeterminate underlying
representation. Phonetically Mandarin has syllables of

19the following shapes:
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pa
pu
Pi

ta
tu
ti

tsa
tsu

tgi
ka
ku

There have been three standard views on. how this system 
ought to be analyzed: (a) represent [t<ji] as //tsi//j 
(b) represent [tqij as //ki//j (c) represent [t§i] as 
//tsi// and //ki// depending on the historical origin of

and would strongly suspect synchronically, that the palatals 
derive from both *-tsi and *"-ki, the two gaps in the system 
above. We may note that the two palatalizations were sepa
rate historically. The first change gave rise to the system

i.e., velar palatalization preceded affricate palataliza
tion. Both complementary distribution and linguistic 
universals tell us that we need no systematic phonemic 
//tql//; but, Mandarin contains almost no allomorphy to
reveal which of the underlying shapes, //tsi// or //ki//

21are•to be associated with which morphemes. If, however, 
we can represent the affected morphemes in the lexicon with 
a new phonemic shape /tql/; and if we structure the phono
logy so that the systematic phonemic level contains the 
potential shapes *-//tsi// and *-//ki// with rules palatali
zing both, we will have a better and more complete descrip-

20each of the morphemes involved. Now, we know historically,

pa
pu
Pi

ta
tu
ti

tsa
tsu
tsi

ka
ku
t<ji

uiwii uj. Tliis 3elution nvoids oxi
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arbitrary phonemicization of [t$i] as //tsi// or //ki//, 
as well as the attendant ahistorical rule «-ts >k >tg 
or *-k >ts >tqj and we will not be forced to go outside of 
modern Mandarin to assign the proper underlying forms to 
the morphemes involved.

On the basis of such examples Wang has suggested that 
we need to be able to represent some forms on an inter
mediary level in order to account for the phonological 
facts where there is no allomorphy. The lexical level 
will then contain representations of forms with various 
degrees of abstraction.

This leads us to ask other questions about the syste
matic phonemic level. If we examine individual perfor
mance, to what extent can it be shown that every speaker 
of a language knows every P-rule (and every form in an 
underlying as opposed to a new phonemic shape) that may 
be posited when the language is considered as a whole?
In fact, on the basis of dictionaries, extensive literature, 
etc., in a language, we can probably posit lexical strata,

n  n o  t'.V!.®rnorr T^a  lm AUT>

completely by no speaker of the language. Would such a 
phonology characterize the competence of a given speaker?
On this subject, Wallace L. Chafe has made the following 
point:

How deeply speakers delve in this direction is 
open to serious question. Almost certainly they 
do not assimilate everything that a historical 
linguist would internally reconstruct (comparative 
evidence is, of course, inaccessible to them).
In all probability, too, there is variation among
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individuals. But the psychological validity of 
some underlying forms and processes of this sort 
is well established. 22
If we assume the validity of the new phonemic level* 

we can assume that a homogeneous linguistic community has 
the same D-rules, i.e., the same new phonemic inventory.
This will be true because, from the point of view of language 
acquisition, it seems correct to assume that a child begins 
vuastery of hi3 language by eliminating redundancy which 
is purely phonetic and that he constructs some low level 
binary phonemic system equivalent to our new phonemes.
This would account for a child*s speaking "without accent" 
while continuing to make morphophonemic "errors," Then 
the complete phonology for that community contains all the 
rules and underlying forms used by anybody in that community. 
A description of a given speaker*s competence, on the other 
hand, will be that set of rules which relates his underlying 
forms to the new phonemic forms of the language, in addi
tion to the base forms in his lexicon that are in the less 
abstract new phonemic shape and undergo no phonological 
rules.

In other words, we are going to allow for lexical 
representations that occur at a well-defined place in the 
grammar but that do not constitute a system. Forms (mor
phemes) will be represented by mixed strings of new phonemes 
and of deeper, more abstract segments (morphophonemes) 
that are provably subject to phonological rules. In addi
tion there will be no systematic phonemic level in a strong 
sense because there will be lexical forms that will
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by-pass this level of representation.2-̂
1.3 Pour Levels and Historical Phonology
1.31 Wang and Moulton on Historical Phonology

William G. Moulton has recently presented a tradi
tional view of phonological change.2 "̂ In some places he 
suggests that phones drift towards each other to produce 
phonological change; in other places his remarks point to 
'jump* changes. ^ He points to dialectal evidence to indi
cate that there can be systems with no change, systems with 
a change completed, and systems in between which display 
much alternation. Individually, changes may be either 
drift or jump changes, but their effect on systems is to 
produce fluctuation between new and old forms.

Wang has lately proposed a model of change to resolve 
the problem of fluctuation. His first assumption is that:

sound changes take varying periods of time for 
their operation. For lack of precise information, 
let us say that a sound change may take anywhere 
from a decade to many centuries for its opera
tion. 26

With reference to the ideas behind Moulton*s * gradual,*
* fluctuation, • and ‘drift,* ha says of sound change- 
through time:

The dimension of time may be studied along 
each of three relatively independent parameters:
(1) from sound X to sound Y, (2) from morpheme 
to morpheme in the relevant part of an individual's 
vocabulary, and (3) from speaker to speaker in 
the same dialect.With respect to the first of these parameters 
we have in mind the familiar controversy of 
whether the change from X to Y. is gradual or 
abrupt.... 27

Some changes (at least) are jump changes. That is, some
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[-^i] - >  [-Px]

where no drift occurs* But changes do not at once affect 
all of the words in the lexicon to which they may apply. 
Rather the change becomes gradually more pervasive in 
the lexicon and the process may take centuries. Wang 
contends that at a later time a new, competing change, 
which may also apply to the possible inputs to the first 
change where it has not been completely carried out, may
enter the language. Thus in Wang*s model phonemic split

28can occur without the Polivanov factor:
But if we accept the fact that a sound change 
(conditioned or unconditioned) may not complete 
its course due to other competing changes, then
clearly we must recognize incomplete sound changes
as a cause of splits. 29
A problem from the Wu dialects may prove amenable to 

this analysis of split. The following correspondences 
illustrate the difficulty.
Middle Chinese-̂0 some *juo/P  some «■ juo/p

*juo/T,K___
*uo/K  *uo/TS
some #uo/P,n,l  some -auo/P.T

- j, y._
A Jk V  U  4* U  " V U

Su Zhou u u
Wen Zhou u «y

Now if we assume, as Karlgren did,^ that all of the 
modern day Chinese dialects except Min are descendants of 
Middle Chinese- then it appears that after labials, the 
finals #juo and *uo have merged and then split uncondi
tionally in Wu. For example:
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l.3̂ 2. Ip 3.f- f 5» £*§

MG puo ̂ bhuo phuo •*=■ bhuo £ phuo if-
PW pu 531*. bu 23 phu 45 bou 213 phou i|2
SZ pu 513 bu 331 p*u ip bu 331 p»u 44
WZ pu 42 bu 24 p'u 54 bey 11 p*ey 44

6.** 7 .Jft 8.fe 9.**. 10.34
MC puol: pf juol. phfh juo bhvjuoif pf juo if-
PW pou 45 f u 45 f u 42 vu 31 f OU i}2
SZ pu ip. fu ip f u 44 vu 24 f u 44
WZ pey 54 f u 54 f u i|4 vu 11 fey i|4

ii. 4r
MC bhvjuo jf 
PW vou 31 
SZ vu 24 
WZ vey 31
For items 1, 5 and 7 either the two sources for the Wen
Zhou material disagree (one showing u, the other ey)
or one source gives two readings (not distinguished as
literary and colloquial)• Moreover* for forms 5 and 6
there is data from another Wen Zhou sub-dialect that shows
that u is its reflex for both PW «u and PW *ou.-^

It may be that the u/ey distinction represents a change,
u > ey, in Wen Zhou and not a difference in the proto
system. It did not affect PW *-u after «-n, *1, or the 
velars. It affected all PW *u after dentals and the plain 
dental affricates. But it affected only some of the PW *u 
after labials. This interpretation conflicts with the
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strict neo-grammarian proto-system containing two finals,
*u and #ou. At present I have no way to substantiate an 
incomplete u > ey shift. However, it would account for 
the discrepancy between Proto-Wu and Middle Chinese. Such 
a procedure would also have the advantage of accounting 
in part for the fact that Proto-Wu is more complex than 
any derivative dialect.

Wang's approach also lends additional support to the 
concept of a mixed lexical level and a weak systematic 
phonemic level. If a change sets up morphophonemic alter
nation, then as soon as it affects several items, those 
items must receive a deeper underlying representation and 
be made subject to a P-rule, whereas the unaffected lexical 
items will remain in a less abstract new phonemic shape 
until the change spreads to them.
1.32 Chafe on Historical Phonology

Chafe has examined the notion of ordering of synchronic
■a-aphonological roles in detail."^ I shall outline some of 

his ideas that concern us here.
Synchronic rules may be sequentially or randomly 

ordered.^ A rule is ordered sequentially with another 
rule if it interferes with that rule, and randomly if it 
does not. Even among sequentially ordered subsets of these 
rules there will be some which do not need to be ordered 
with respect to other subsets. Thus, rules 1), 2) and 3) 
and rules lj.), 5) &hd 6) might be strictly ordered subsets, 
but not be ordered with respect to each other. If both 
subsets must preoede rule 7)> then the two subsets are
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randomly ordered with respect to each other, but strictly 
ordered with respect to rule 7)* Chafe proposes to describe 
thi3 relationship by 3aying that there are four depths of 
ordering reflected herein, rule 7) being at depth I, rules 
3) and 6) at depth II, etc., with only random order between 
rules at any given level. Thus, graphically 

Level: Rule No.:
XV 1,1).Ill 2,5
"T T /X X  .5,0
I 7

In addition to these partially and striotly ordered 
subsets, there will be many rules that are in partial or 
strict order with no other rules; they could be considered 
to apply at any level in the phonology. They are considered 
to be randomly ordered with respect to each other and with 
respect to all other rules, but Chafe has questioned whether 
this captures all that is significant about their lack of 
any ordering. On the one hand, if application of rules 
must be sequential, and if these rules are randomly ordered 
within a speaker*s grammar, then it would appear that he 
could and would apply them in different orders at different 
times. On the other hand, if each speaker has a fixed 
order, it would have to be arbitrary across the language 
population because there would be no principles that would 
lead speakers to the same ordering. Therefore, it seems 
quite plausible to assume that they apply simultaneously. 
Chafe says

It would involve the not unlikely psychological
assumption that it is easiest for people to apply
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rules at the same time whenever they can, that 
sequential ordering has a greater psychological 
cost. 35

Even so, we could still assume that they are all applied
simultaneously with rule 1) and ij.) at level IV, or at any
other level, for that matter, and there still would be no
principle for choosing any one alternative.

There is some evidence for supposing that these completely
random rules should be applied at level I. In the first
place, they all directly affect the phonetic output of the
phonology because they have not been interfered with and
hence ordered by another rule.-^

There is thus a progression from maximum 
concreteness (in terms of most direct phonetic 
relevance) in the bottom layer to maximum abstract
ness (least direct phonetic relevance) in the 
top layer. 37
Secondly, if the hypothesis that new changes tend to 

enter at level I is correct,^ then it would be a matter 
of chance for a new rule to create an ordering problem 
with some slightly older rules already stored at level I.

. Thirdly, if randomly ordered rules were applied any-
-.V J         J i jn JLX. ̂  1 i  - AM A A -f*
nuoZ*o d ^X'diiuudi'i aiiu Xi viiv V«i» ViiV Vi

them occurred prior to the time when an output had been 
derived from all of the sequentially ordered rules, then 
the output of that rule would have to be stored somewhere, 
which would considerably complicate the performance model 
of language.

This leaves a set of P-rules that are all partially 
ordered (i.e., every rule i3 in strict order with some 
other rule but not every rule is in strict order will all
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other rules) In a series of depths, or layers* One of the 
most interesting aspects of modern process-oriented phono
logies is that these rules often reflect historical changes 
that are known to have affected the language, and that 
the order between strictly ordered subsets often reflects 
the order in which the changes appeared in the language*
The deeper the level at which a rule must occur, the older 
is the change historically. As P-rules are pushed deeper, 
they do less work in the sense that they affect fewer forms 
and in the sense that they become increasingly less obvious 
from the output of the phonology.^ When rules become 
sufficiently obscure they, like the Cheshire cat, having 
faded to aught ; ut a smile, disappear altogether.^
1.33 Wu Examples of the Interference of the Systematic 

Phonemic Level with Historical Phonology 
I shall now use the Halle Russian voicing type of 

example to show that systematic phonemicization may 
necessitate historically uneconomical or obscurantist 
grammars.

T —  f-:.- -■f' f V -  U,, JJ o .  4-V>a f  a ! 1 rtuintf n A VA M  vn V VA VAAV «i WW ̂ “ V —• ’-'liV & V — •* — —— —  

phonemic vowel plus nasal syllable finals systems:
14..CZS 3.CS

in yrn urn i») u T q

Tn o*j T 9 o')
^  a &

At the systematic phonemic level, these presumably might 
be
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The following P-rules would convert the systematic phonemic 
to the new phonemic representations: 

î .CZS 3.CS
1. n q /o  1. ai],CLfj-> a,c3
2. £y*u^ n — ^ fy,u^ fn 2. u q  — uTij

Now historically, the ip.CZS and 3• ̂ 3 new phonemic .nasals 
developed as follows:

if.CZS 3.CS
i q ,  en > in  
on > OQ

in, en > in
- - s o A  ̂ > o/Jurn > uTn u t q > ur’Q

cun >  con a>n > ci
an  >  cun at] > S'
T*] > Yn 'J’O >
y rn  >  y fn  y y ’Q > io q
iorj >  ioQ iorj > io r j

From a comparison of the two, it is easy to see what has 
happened. In I4..CZS, the proto-Wu final velar nasal appears 
as [n] after t i] and [7«] ; it remains a velar after 
[qJ and [o] . I n  3.CS, it remains a velar everywhere 

except after the compact vowels where it appears as nasali
zation of the vowel. Formally, the historical rules relating 
proto-Wu to the nsw phonemic level are

I4..CZS 3.CS
q > n/i,e,'j1___

But if we write out rules affecting nasals that derive the 
systematic phonemic level from Proto-Wu, we get:
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lj-.CZS

^ > n / -

3.cs

T > 1 /-
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But we have already shown that this solution contains for
I4..CZS the rule

n — > q /o__
Thus by allowing the intrusive systematic phonemic represent
ation to enter the picture, the rules for ij..CZS contain:

Historical: q > n/____
Synchronic: n -=> q /o___

This is clearly uneconomical, as well as contrary to the 
Naturalness Condition. Not only have unnecessary rules 
been included in the grammars (one in the historical grammar, 
one in the synchronic grammar), but also an entity has 
been forced to change into something else and then back 
into itself.

Another problem that arises in some wu dialects with 
any synchronic level above the new phonemic is with the 
palatal affricate syllable initial consonants. In several 
Wu dialects, as in Pekingese, the historical dental affri
cate series (TS) and the historical velar serie3 (K) both 
palatalize (TQ) before [ i] and [i] . I n  13«WL, this 
palatalization occurred before several vowels diphthongized 
into i / V. In present day 13.WL then, we have syllables 
of the following types:

de tie file t5ie tr tqiT
tse die s& ki£ tsT
he t$ie he 3%

d^ie
r> 4 -v
kie
file

One possible analysis of these forms gives the following 
systematic phonemic shapes:
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de tie file tsie tr
tse die ae kie tsV
he tsie

dzie
zie
kie
Bie

he aV

And the rule:
TS Tg/___ie, ie, It
The first difficulty with this solution is that the 

system is still unbalanced, in that there are de/tie, 
tse/tsie, he/kie and se/tsie , h£ /kiE contrasts but only 
a tsY /tsiT contrast, i.e., there are no tT/tit , 
kf* /kit contrasts. Moreover, when we examine the situa
tion historically, we find that

1) we now need historical rules like #K > TS (and 
TS Tg, synchronic ally) which seem very unlikely, 
and rules like «-d^ > dz, (and synchronic ally,
dz d^ ), which seems redundant, and
2) no historically plausible stage corresponds as 
a level to the systematic phonemicization of the 
data.1*2

Without the systematic phonemic level- the data are accounted
for as follows: the following historical P-rules apply
to the appropriate proto-forms to yield new phonemes
(ordering is indicated in Chafe’s manner):

III ai > a_ Tu > ifu/K  a > e/ i
Vn > V ian > ien

II o > 'S/S,?___
I V > V Tu > T K,TS > Tg/ i,i-

1 > Si e > ie/S, ? ___
a > ia/Kstops a> £ /(____~tT,TSi #
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The following sample derivations illustrate the points
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made above* The first column contains a Chinese gloss 
and a proto-form; the numbered columns provide the output 
after the application of all the rules in a given level.
The column labeled I is the new phonemic level. The 
column on the far right is the systematic phonemic solution 
presented above.

1.

Proto-form
*dai

2. uc #tsai
3. SC *kal
If. fthai
5. *tian
6. "Sf s-zian
7. *d^ie/an
8. *dien
9. « *tsien

. 
.

oH ■a-kien
11. ?■ afion
12. £ a-lan
13* — #san
Ilf. m #kan
15. fee afian
16. ■frtsia
17. 4 *tru

•COrH a-tsTu
a-sTu

20. 3S) tfklru
Hot only does the

III II

de de
tse tse
ke ke
he he
tie ti?
zie zie
d^ie dsfcifc
die di#
tsi'e tsie
kie kie
£o fie
lS 1*
sa sa
ka ka
fia fia
tsia tsia
tyu tTU
tstu tsyu
sru sru
kiru kitu
column on the right

I Systematic
Phonemic

de de
tse tse
kie kie
he he
tie tie
^ie zie
dŝ ie dzie
die die
tgie tsie
t$ie tsie
file file
fia? file
s& s£
ki£ kie
fie fie
tgie tsie.
tr ty
tsj tsi
St at

tsiy tsiy
not match any other
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column as a whole, but also some forms in the right hand 
column do not match any form to their left. Note especially 
forms 10 and 20 which illustrate a putative *k > ts shift, 
and form 7 which illustrates the redundant dzj, > dz > 
effect of systematic phonemicization.
l.lj. Pour Levels and the Hypothesis of a Universal Set of 

P-Rules
l.lpL The Hypothesis and its Proof

It has been alleged by Paul Kiparsky that Halle has 
claimed that the set of all possible synchronic P-rules 
equals the set of all possible historical changes (qua 
added r u l e s T h e  truth of the allegation will not be 
discussed here; but the claim is an interesting one— after 
all, an examination of any fairly large number of historical 
and synchronic phonologies will reveal quite a few : rules
which appear in both types of phonologies.

If the claim were true, how would we prove it? 
Mathematically, the proof would consist of showing that 
any arbitrarily-chosen member of Set A is included in Set B,

a a w a m a  a _ HIV* a avh 1 4 y% aii4 a a 4 o Aoe 4 ol *1 *tr

how to describe the two sets so that, given any phonological 
rule, we can determine whether it is a possible historical 
or synchronic rule, i.e., whether it has the properties 
that allow it to be classed as a member of one set or the 
other. In short, just what is a phonological rule, his
torically or synchronically?

I shall now propose a definition of membership in either 
the synchronic set or the historical set in such a way that
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it will be seen that the question is not really whether 
the two sets are equivalent, but instead whether there is 
only one universal set of all possible phonological rules.
A P-rule is one which has the following properties:

1) It is a process- or rewrite-statement to the effect 
that A is changed into (rewritten as) B.

2) The values encoded on both the left and the right 
hand side of the rule must be on the same phono
logical level. In generative terms, this means 
that the input and output of the rule must be 
binarily-coded distinctive feature matrices.

3) The rule must change one entity into another.
That is, it must create new contrasting phonological 
entities (phonemic split) or erase previously 
existing contrasts (phonemic merger)

Detail rules must be excluded from the set for two 
reasons. In the first place, phonetic drift in the D-rules 
will not become important historically until it is suffi
cient to be converted into & P-rule. In the second
place, D-rules Involve factors such as the nature of the 
articulatory mechanism, and the nature of economy in human 
speech. Changes that affect these factors must be said 
to occur in evolutionary time and are related more to the 
universality of the phenomenon of human language than they 
otio 'the divers if ic ation of different human languages.

Rules between the Lexical level and the Systematic 
Phonemic level must also be excluded. Two English rules 
of this type will show why:
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1) sT / Past — > s5
2) Past — > D/elsewhere

There is no reason why any other language should have rule 1) 
since both *sT' for 'see' and the presence of a unit 'Past* 
in the language are both part of the arbitrariness of 
language. As for rule 2), even if some other language 
has 'Past1 there is no reason why its regular realization 
should be //D//, e.g., cf. Latin 'ba.' In short, these 
rules are only semiphonological in that, unlike the P-rules, 
they operate with a binary output but not a binary input. 
1.1|2 Why Counter Examples Don't Count

It is easy to see that defining the set is the central 
problem and that counter examples are not relevant to the 
issue. In the first place, there are two ways tc define 
sets, one by listing all the members and the other by 
listing the defining qualities that allow membership in 
the set. If we could list all possible synchronic P-rules 
end all possible diachronic P-rules now, the theoretical 
question could be answered forthwith; since we deal in an
 „ Jl _ A 3 *----- J ___S _ . ,1 . .1. «l 1 i .vuix iiiXvu OMiy JL 1’dL w  cLi. 5 v x v u v v |  vw4upi.v v v  a w  iiww

possible. Hence there is always the possibility that a 
rule in one set or the other that at present does not appear 
to have a counterpart in the other set may actually be 
given one in the future when more is known about more 
languages- But even, more important, our understanding 
of the be3t possible formulation of the rules in either 
set is so deficient at present that we could never be sure 
that a rule with no evident correlate in the other set is
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not just poorly composed* Therefore, at the present time, 
we must establish the set by definition rather than: by 
listing all possible members.

Three brief counter-examples to the hypothesis that 
have been proposed deserve mention here.^- The first concerns 
a language with personal prefixes to the verb with the 
alternant forms CV and VC (where CV is singular and VC 
is plural). It has been proposed that the best synchronic 
description of these facts is a metathesis of one prefix 
into the other. This solution, however, raises more questions 
than it answers. First, is the metathesis a phonological 
rule, a grammatical rule, or a re-adjustment rule?
Second, if metathesis is the best solution, on what grounds 
will one order be chosen to be metathesized into the other? 
Third, why is metathesis to be chosen over deletion (i.e.,
CVC — > CV,VC) or insertion (i.e., V - >  CV,VC)? None of 
these questions can be answered until more is known about 
the language in question, both synchronically and histori
cally, and until more is known about phonology. It is
uruo uHau uu6 pr656uu 5v3 Ox phOHviOgy liiCllnS US tO
feel that metathesis of true vowels and consonants doe3 
not occur historically, but this prefix system cannot be 
justifiably regarded as a counter-example to the hypothesis.

The second counter-example is the collapsing of rules 
in a Riven d^cni-n-hion In a wav that does not find its”•    T  - — - — — v

counterpart in some other description. Thus, a rule essen
tially of the form k s is presently being posited for 
synchronic English morphophonemics, but there are at present
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no known cases of such a direct shift in historical grammars. 
Rather, a more likely historical pattern is

> § > 3
or something of the sort, but there is no evidence in modern 
English for such a chain of small changes.^ The question 
that arises is this: If synchronically we are motivated 
to posit just k-> s , but historically always the longer 
chain, does this not constitute a clear case where the sets 
are not equivalent? First, it is always possible that 
some language will turn up an historical k > s rule.
Second, this type of counter-example would be of theoretical 
value only if the shorter form were essential, i.e., if the 
longer form would interfere with other rules in the phono
logy. Until this is shown to be the case, I shall assume 
that the longer and shorter rules are equivalent. A short 
rule will be said to be equivalent to a longer chain of 
rules when:

1) The highest left side and lowest right side of the 
longer chain of otherwise motivated rules are the
_ ______ _ _ ________i*. __ -• __ j A - - - ji i,1. - — i i. j ̂  i.1. A
O CUUO CIO WHO xox W OXUO cuiU vxiU v wiUw vl viiv

short rule, and
2) the longer chain is closed in the sense that the 

leftmost input is the unique source for the right
most output, and that no quantity in the longer 
chain of rules gives rise to an entity other than 
the rightmost output.

These matters are discussed from another point pf view

k > t V
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and in greater detail in 3.22.

A third type of linguistic change that has been proposed 
and that would invalidate the set hypothesis is rule re
versal. If there is an historical rule that relates two 
dialects by reversing the order of two rules in one of 
them, then that reversal rule would not belong to the set 
of possible synchronic rules. Kiparsky felt that such a 
change had occurred in some German dialects.^ These dia
lects have the underlying morpheme 'spat* which can occur 
before juncture and before certain umlauting suffixes 
(herein symbolized as # and X, respectively). Dialect A 
has the two following rules:

1) umlaut before X giving the forms spat#, spatX
2) a — y o 11 spot#, spatX

Dialect B has the rules in the reverse order:
1) a — >  o giving the forms spot#, spotX
2) umlaut before X " spot#, spotX

However, it appears to be more plausible to assume that
the . second dialect has merely dropped the first rule and

h7 __restructured the lexicon.T' i ni a seems especially true 
in view of the fact that these two sets of rules proposed 
by Kiparsky are supposed to be synchronic rules, when in 
fact rule 1) in Dialect B is recoverable only in compari
son with other dialects, and not internally.
1.1.1,3 A Composite Model

The modified synchronic model presented in 1.1 is 
of the form:
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Lexical
level Systematic

Phonemic
level

New
Phonemic
level

Systematic
Phonetic
level

Readjustment
rules

P-rules D-rules

In 1*2 and 1*3 I suggested that there are difficulties in 
considering abstract representations of the systematic 
phonemic type as constituting a level. To emphasize their 
mixed nature and the semi-phonological nature of the re
adjustment rules, I propose to revise the diagram above 
as follows (this revision will be further justified in 
1*5 aad 1.6):

Lexical level New Phonemic Systematic Phonetic
levellevel

P-rules D-rules
Now, if through time, new P-rules enter a language 

at the new phonemic level either directly (jump change) 
or via the D-rules (drift change) and are dropped from 
the deeper layers of the phonology, it would seem that a 
synchronic phonology is continually deleting and adding 
rules. Graphically:

/ ■ /
/"

Time
/-

/ ■
P-rules
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As rules are droopped, chey are *picked up* by the histori
cally recoverable phonology, the number of rules in which 
is limited only by how much we know about the language. 
Graphically:

Historical Phonology

Time

Synchronic Phonology

/2.

/■
/ -

/■

/N

A

i

/■
P-rules

The only difference between the various sets of P-rules 
will be what data are examined, i.e, not only will histori
cal P-rules and synchronic P-rules not differ in kind, but 
synchronic P-rules will be seen as the tail-end of the 
historical P-rules.^
1.5 Towards an Organic Model of Phonology

We have pushed this revision of the standard genera
tive model about as far as it will go. Moreover, this new 
model still has several flaws and it does not explain why 
the older model created some artificial problems.
1.51 Synchrony versus Diachrony
1.512 The False Dichotomy

Before Saussure there was essentially no place in 
linguistics for synchrony, language was described in terms 
of change in positive entities. Graphically:
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Saussure and later structuralists developed the concept 
of a system, the members of which were defined solely by 
their interrelations* In other words, systems contained 
negative oppositions and'were not inventories of positive 
entities. Synchronic analysis pertained to static systems 
at various time depths; diachronic analysis was a separate 
field altogether. Graphically:

 > ^ (sound
 ^ laws)

A— —  B— — C
1 1 1D — — E— — P

M — — N— —  0
1 1 1 Plus
P— — Q — — R

In the process of evolving his notions of system, 
Saussure made two useful and valid dichotomies. These 
were the dichotomy between synchrony and diachrony and the 
dichotomy between paradigm and syntagm, or relation and 
process. He made one false move, however, and that was to 
solidly identify diachrony with process and syntagm, and 
synchrony with relation and paradigm. This was further 
extended by later linguists to mean that bv comparing 
genetically related languages and making up proto-recon- 
struetions and rules of change they were dealing with process 
through time and not at any given time. Moreover, syn
chronic systemization of a language was viewed as proceeding 
with an' analysis based solely on internal data in order to 
establish relationships between elements in the system.
In this view one entity could not change into another 
synchronically, just as diachronically change affected
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elements in linear contexts (the syntagm) and not in 
systems. The generativists rectified this view by allowing 
for syntagmatic process statements (change miles) in syn
chronic analyses. Mo d e m  process phonologies based on 
this notion contain in theory two or more synchronic systems 
which are interrelated by semi-historical phonological 
rules. Graphically:

A --- B — —  C M --- N — — 0
I ! ! ! ! !D --- E — — p P Q — R

But the generativists kept the false notion of analyses 
based solely on internal evidence and they excluded explicit, 
discrete paradigmatic analysis altogether. This led to 
the difficulties with the ‘systematic phonemic level*
Mk M M r* it M A A A M MtH •t «t «>• tk at M A T. M M 4* 0*i u g x i o x C i x6u  u-n u i u S  C u a ^ u o i  *

1.512 The Real Dichotomy
It can readily be shown that all synchronic phonologies 

no matter what the orientation of the linguist are in fact 
determined by comparative criteria. One of the main efforts 
of modem linguistic investigation has been towards finding
 •_____■ ;  • •___ • ̂  . a  4,U.-, ",V.-.".-1 r.l snrsf
L U 1 X  V O X 'S  CL.L K>±'J. U O i ' i a  V I  U A J .9  W J. U iX W  ^ J U V 1 X V J . V 5 J . V U J .  W W W M

in language, as opposed to a language. These criteria 
have always been used in forming ‘synchronic* analyses.
It should be obvious, then, that ‘synchronic* analyses 
can in no way be said to be based solely on internal 
criteria* What we must recognize is the different kinds 
of comparison involved and the uses to which they are put.
It then becomes obvious why change, syntagm and the dynamic
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us*
view of phonology are appropriate for synchronic phonology* 
This is one valid aspect of language whether viewed over 
a period of time or whether viewed only at one point in 
time* Excluding time as a factor in the analysis does not 
exclude the internal use of time in a grammar* The relaxa
tion of the diachronic/synchronic dichotomy which this model 
represents was a necessary step in advancing our knowledge 
of phonology.

But linguists must not now overlook the importance 
of the older static, relational view of phonological struc
ture* There is also a valid need in phonology to be able 
to express the relationships of elements in the phonological 
system without reference to allomorphy and the like. It 
is ray hope that system can now be reincorporated in its 
proper place, i.e., in the systemic analysis of the new 
phonemic level. This is a real level at which such notions 
as paradigm, system, marking conventions, and traditional 
phonemicization should be applied. Thus on the one hand 
we can say with respect to the Mandarin palatals problem 
presented above that there is little 1internal* evidence 
on which to settle the question of a deeper underlying 
representation for the morphemes with palatals; but 
equally we can say that the palatals represent a reduction 
of the four way /p-t-ts-k/ contrast to a /p-t-^3/ contrast 
in certain environments. Syntagmatioaiiy we may also say 
that this situation arose due to palatalization of both 
the dental affricates and the velars; this statement jis 
based on *internal1 and general comparative evidence.
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In effect, thi3 merely divorces the problem of the rela
tionship of allomorphs and underlying representation of 
forms from the problem of finding the invariant phonological 
elements of a language and their relationship to each 
other*

And, if we are going to put both syntagm and paradigm 
back into synchronic phonology, we must also return paradigm 
to diachronic phonology as well. Thus, historically, we 
can say that a phonetic change entered Mandarin which changed 
a new phonemic system containing a /p-t-ts-k/ contrast 
in all environments to one containing a /p-t-ts-k/ contrast 
in some environments versus a /p-t-ts-tq/ contrast in 
others. The underlying system and representations, of 
course, remained the same. Then, the change was generalized 
to include [ts] as well and we now have /p-t-ts-k/ 
versus /p-t-tq/.-’1 
1.^2 More False Contradictions
1.521 Process versus Relation

Battles have raged among linguists for.years over 
this Issue. The difference has sometimes been depicted 
as Item and Arrangement versus Item and Process, and some
times as Generative Phonology versus Stratificational 
Phonology. In every case it has been a matter of saying 
that the phonological pie must be cut up one way or the 
other, i.e., re-insisting on the Saussurian identification 
of dichotomies. As we have seen, however, phonology has 
both a static, paradigmatic aspect and a dynamic, syntagmatic 
aspect, both at any point in time and through time. The
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difference between the two could be said to be similar to 
the difference between a digital clock and a round, two- 
handed traditional clock. The makers of neither clock, 
of course, should maintain that time is their way of repre
senting it. Or, as Zeno of Elea put it in his parados #7:

So long as anything is in a space equal to itself, 
it is at rest. An arrow is in a space equal to 
itself at every moment of its flight and there
fore also during the whole of its flight. Thus 
the flying arrow is at rest.

We might paraphrase this by saying that the flying phono
logy is at rest.
1.522 Jump versus Shift

As we noted above, Moulton holds that most sound 
change is gradual. On the other hand, H. Hoenigswald in 
a talk at Princeton on February 21, 1968, pointed out that 
phonemic change from the structuralist point of view must 
be jump change. A system containing a //kn// versus //n// 
contrast (knot ̂  not), no matter how ‘weak* the velar 
allophone before //n//, is different from a system with 
no such contrast; the velar may weaken as a result of 
t> hone tic drift but its loss of contrast with a t>laln dental 
nasal must be a ‘jump.*

However, the controversy over ‘jump* versus ‘drift* 
change is due to Just the difference in point of view we 
have been propounding in this section. The phoneme as a 
paradigmatic, structural unit is defined by its relation
ship to other elements in th6 structure. When phonemes 
are viewed at two different points in- their trajectory 
along a path of sound change, it will appear that
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the difference between the earlier stage and the later 
stage is a jump change. On the other hand, defining the 
motion of the phoneme along its change path as we do in 
present day generative phonologies obscures the exact state 
(systemic relationships) of the phoneme at any given point 
in time. In other words, the dynamic state and the static, 
structural state are merely two extreme ways of looking 
at the same phenomena. This may be one reason why genera
tive phonology with its essentially dynamic viewpoint finds 
the notion of a system of contrasting elements so diffi
cult to accomodate. On the other hand, exclusive concen
tration on system, as in stratificational theory, requires 
sound change to be stated in the rather ad hoc fashion of 
changes in a network; these network changes have no parti
cular motivation, i.e., they operate in a way that makes 
change appear to be entirely external to the system.

Perhaps the ideal way to express change would be to 
write rules that trace a continual curve through an infinite 
number of points--an integral calculus of phonology. The 
phonology would consist of an array of a number of such 
formulae that would express the dynamics of each trajectory 
and its ever changing relationship to every other trajectory 
in the phonology. Now the only ’natural* point at which 
some such dynamic set of rules would automatically present 
in a given language a ’system* in the structuralist sense 
would be at the new phonemic level, i.e., at the point 
where all trajectories are stopped by time as in a still 
photograph. We can also see why in generative phonology
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with its emphasis on tracing trajectories, the upper ends 
of each of the trajectories do not form a system in the 
synchronic analysis of one language because the ability 
that the linguist has to specify longer and deeper trajec
tories is dependent not on knowing a point in time but on 
the accidental preservation of trajectories in a language. 
1.53 The Syntagmatic Model and Historical Phonology

Using the framework of syntagmatic phonology within 
this organic model, we might compare the phonologies of 
a set of genetically related languages. This would give 
us, schematically:

where B (underlying phonological forms) to C (new phonemic 
level) represents the usual process phonology of a distinct 
language and A (proto-system) to B represents the greater 
historical depth we can reach by comparison.

This model accounts for historical change in various 
ways. One way is for small, gradual, but accumulative 
changes to occur in the exact n-ary value of a new phoneme 
in some continuum until it interferes with the n-ary value 
of another new phoneme. Another way would be for a language 
to start operating the D-rules in such a way that two of 
them would have to be strictly ordered, with the result 
that one would enter an upper level as a P-rule, i.e.,

A □
B
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become a systemic change. A third would be for some new 
rule to enter directly at level I. A fourth would be for

52a rule to drop with consequent restructuring of the lexicon. 
Chafe has also mentioned another kind of change: conversion 
of a transient rule into a persistent rule. The total 
effect is for changes to enter at or near C, to move towards 
B and then to drop off into A-B. This syntagmatic model 
also accounts for the hypothesis of the universal set in 
that it shows why historical P-rules must be the same as 
synchronic P-rules.
1.6 Conclusion

I have questioned at length the extent to which the 
systematic phonemic level constitutes a real linguistic 
level. In a description based on a widespread corpus from 
a language of a civilization with extensive literacy and 
a large literature, the systematic phonemic level cannot 
be regarded as necessarily valid for any given speaker of 
that language. It seems more likely to be the case that 
some speakers, if not all, will have representations of 
some morphemes in a shape no more abstract than the new 
phonemic. This set of morphemes will be idiosyncratic to 
each speaker. ^  In addition, the systematic phonemic 
level may cause us to make statements about a language 
that are historically invalid, and may, indeed, complicate 
our description of how the modem language developed from 
some ancestor. The problems with its relationship to 
performance and history arose when it was forced to become 
more than it really isc Even though the putative systematic
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phonemic level appears at a well-defined place in sentence 
generation, it is not a system. It contains more or less 
haphazard relics of an older system (or older systems),^* 
that is, items of various depths, so that it is not a level. 
It follows that the lexical level is also not a valid 
level.

I have also shown how these problems and confusions 
arose. We must isolate the two aspects of phonology, 
syntagm and paradigm, and give each its due. Syntagmatic 
phonologies will deal with process rules that describe 
linguistic change and that may be preserved as morphophonemic 
alternation in a language. Paradigmatic phonologies will 
deal \fith the occurring phonological elements and their 
relationships, as well as the relationship of the phonology 
of a language to universal norms of system.

We must therefore conclude that since the systematic 
phonemic level in terms of performance is too abstract, 
psychologically unreal, arbitrary and indeterminate, and 
since in terms of historical phonology it is uneconomical 
and obscurantist, it must not be a linguistic reality.
What we can say is that some morphemes in a language have 
underlying shapes which are more abstract than the under
lying shapes of other morphemes. The rules that relate 
these more abstract forms to their surface shapes belong, 
in part, to a universal set. These rules explain synchroni- 
cally the current relationships between entities in the 
surface system; historically, they are the most recent 
changes that have occurred in the language.
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The result Is that, just as the generativists have 

shown that there Is no level between the systematic phonemic 
and systematic phonetic levels to accomodate the earlier 
phonemic level, in the same way there is no natural point 
in a syntagmatic phonology where we can show absolutely 
that prior to that point we have diachrony and following 
it, synchrony. We can further simplify the diagram on 
page It-9 to:

where C is the new phonemic level. A is itself arbitrary 
as a level (the limits on its depth are extra-linguistic,
i.e., dependent on the choice of data). A form in a phono
logy will have a representation on level C and may have a 
deeper underlying form. But there is no synchronic level 
between A and C that contains elements of which all forms 
in the language must be composed.

A U
C
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1. Postal, Paul M., Aspects of Phonological Theory,

Harper and Row, New tort;“X96'8.
2. Ibid., p. 33.
3. Chomsky, Noam, Topics in the Theory of Generative 

Grammar, Mouton and Co., The Hague; 1966. p. 76
I;.. Postal, op. cit., pp. 61j.-65.
5. Chomsky, pp. cit., pp. 76-77.
6. Detail Rules have the property of local determinacy;

i.e., they belong to some specifiable universal set 
and are restricted in their application such that 
given a binarily marked segment, there will be only 
one, or a small number of, Detail Rules that may apply 
to it; likewise, a given phone can only be the result 
of the application of one, or of a small number of, 
Detail Rules. In other words, since Detail Rules 
supply redundant phonetic information, abstraction of 
binarily marked segments from phones is often possible 
merely by examining the phonetic data without taking 
into consideration any grammatical information, 
(Postal, pp. cit., p. 66 ff.)

Prom this it would appear that the English stress 
rules proposed by Chomsky and Halle which deal with 
integral values on a continuum cannot be regarded as 
Detail Rules.

7. Chomsky, pp. cit., p. 80.
8. One of the points being made in Chomsky*s definition 

is that the representation reached in the generation 
of sentence X after the application of, say, phonolo
gical rule 28 is not a level of representation of 
that sentence because it fails the two criteria.
It is not a system and the point in the generation, 
though easily defined, i H ilOb 'n6ii"uwi liivU• ' 5ll-
defined* is probably equivalent, in this^ context, 
to *motivated.*

9. Chomsky, op. cit., p. 77.
10. There is, of course, the physical phonetic level,

but I am only concerned with phonological levels.
11. Chomsky, op. cit., p. 80.
12. Halle, Morris, "The Sound Pattern of Russian,"

Description and Analysis of Contemporary Russian, 
Jakobson and Van Schooneveld, eds., Mouton
and Co., *s-Gravenhage; 1959* Vol. I. pp. 63-6If.
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13. Ibid., pp. 79-80.
14* Some P-rules in some languages may deal with n-ary 

values, e.g., rules governing stress in English.
1£. From the learner's (or the linguist's) point of view, 

the rules can only be formulated by identifying allo- 
morphs; moreover, the fact that a given rule has applied 
in the case of a given allomorph is deducible only 
if the form is perceived to be related to another 
allomorph of the morpheme and if the proper base form 
that entails the application of the rule is posited. 
Thus, from the allomorph 'table* it will not be possible 
to infer the rule

u —> a
xml ess some allomorphy has been identified as exhi
biting the relationship and if the form tabul- 
(as in 'tabular') has been identified as an. allomorph 
of 'table.'

16. Just this situation occurs in.one of the Wu dialects.
In Wen Zhou tone sandhi, the combination / £ 
yields the tones [213 r 433 • bhe time that
this rule occurs in a generative phonology of Wen 
Zhou 3f- is [22] and is [1\2] • As P-rxiles,
the changes would be stated as follows:
Either: 1 ) 22 — > 213/ Il2

2) i|2 —>  43/21T '
Or: 1) 42 43/22

2) 22 213/ 43
(Neither order affects ttie rest of the phonology) • 
However, as xmordered D-rxiles, they woxild be:

r/ High 
V  Falling

- High
3 “>  43/ [- Rising] [_____ ]- Falling

Jf®** - v    . _ r/ Hieh l
1I f S J  J

The second solution accounts for the data with a 
minimum of theoretical artifact.

17. Wm. S-Y Wang in class on April 3# 1967, at the
University of California, Berkeley. In particular, 
he cited the following reasons for the necessity of 
a phonological level between the systematic phonemic 
and the systematic phonetic levels:
Internal: 1) for many morphemes, a systematic phonemic 
representation is too abstract, and 2) many morphemes 
through lack of allomorphy have non-unique systematic 
phonemic representations.
External: 1) many facets of language acquisition 
cannot be understood with ;'t such a level, and
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2) poetic devices such as homonomy, rhyme and assonance 
cannot be explained in terms of a systematic phonemic 
representation because it is too abstract, nor in terms 
of a systematic phonetic representation because it is 
too detailed.

18. Wang has pointed out to me personally that ‘man* may 
have an allomorph in such forms as ‘postman. ‘ It
is not clear to me that the two forms ‘man* and ‘-man* 
should be regarded as the same morpheme in a syn
chronic description of modem English; but if they 
should, I stand 'pat* on ‘cat.*

19. Mandarin also has forms such as [ tga] and [ tgu] , 
but the syllable [tgt] may be //t§i// phonemically 
so that the retroflexives are not involved in this 
simplified version of the problem with the palatals.

20. It has been suggested that with zero markings allowed 
for distinctive features the /tqi/ type phenomena
can be phonemioized without commitment to any of these 
possibilities. As a matter of fact, all such solu
tions I have seen really amount to either (a) or (b).

21. There are a few morphemes that do reveal the changes 
through alternative readings:

[ka-rj] £  [tqicoij] [tsuan] £  [tijuan]
[x a J £  [ qiCL ] [ su e n] £  [<ju a n]

I am indebted to Mantaro Hashimoto for these forms.
22. Chafe, Wallace L., "The Ordering of Phonological 

Rules," Project on Linguistic Analysis Reports,
Second Series, No. 2; October, 1^67. Phonology 
Laboratory, Department of Linguistics, University 
of California, Berkeley, p. C-lj..

23- These revisions of the typical generative model,
though drastic, are derived entirely from problems 
and logic internal to the generative model. Wang has 
proposed an alternative solution for some other prob
lems in English phonology that seems to be relevant
here. For such irregular pairs as obese/obesity 
(cf. opaque/opacity), he has proposed that forms in 
the lexicon be marked as to whether a given rule is 
to be applied or not. In other words, some marking 
system would prevent the second vowels in obese, 
obesity from indulging in the [ ey] / [&. ] alterna
tion of opaque, opacity. This proposal would appear
to compete with mine for some of the examples cited 
above. However, it does not really seem to say any
thing different from my proposal; it is a consider
ably more complex notion; and it will not handle the 
Mandarin palatals or the problem of excessively abstract 
representations. Why not let exceptions just be
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recorded in the lexicon in a new phonemic shape?
Of course, where there is a small but significant set 
of exceptions all sharing the same property (such as 
the strong verbs in English) some other factors are 
involved.

21j.. Moulton, Wm. G., "Types of Phonemic Change," To Honor 
Roman Jakobson, Mouton and Co., The Hague; 1957.
ppTTj-^PIWT

25. Thus, Moulton, op. cit., p. 1398:
•. .This allophone become more and more simi
lar to an allophone of some other allophone 
until the two become phonetically identi
cal# ...

And again, on p. 1395:• ••two phonemes move toward each other 
until they merge....

As against, p. 1396:
Short and long consonants thereby merged 
phonemically even though they did not 
(yet) change phonetically....

Or, p. 1396: .
In early OE, [f] and lDJ contrast both 
medially and finally. But then medial [ f] 
is voiced to [v] , and final [t>] is 
unvoiced to [f] ....

And to sum up, p. llj.05:
Of the ten types of phonemic change dis
cussed above, it seems to me that nearly 
all must be gradual in nature, involving 
a considerable period of fluctuation before 
the new system clearly replaces the old.
The only phonemic changes which may truly be 
•sprunghaft,' and actually take place in 
one jump, are those based on morphophonemic 
analogy.

= —  - 4-.—_ V-- =  r . r A h l  e —  4-Vi 4-V>/» u n r x l  t .1J. H W X  V  w W  V M U  V V  V w * .  V M  .-V- V  -1- VAi —  — —  1111 -

On the one hand, Moulton could meani to indicate just 
phonetic drift. On the other hand, he may mean drift 
and/or the systematic fluctuation mentioned just a 
bit later.

26. Wang, Wm. S-Y, "Competing Changes as a Cause of Residue," 
Project on Linguistic Analysis Reports, Second Series,
No. 2;—October* 1967. Phonology Laboratory, Department 
of Linguistics, University of California, Berkeley.
p. W-2.

27. Ibid., p. W-5.
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28* This Is opposed to Moulton's view:

•••such phonemic splits seem never to result 
from phonetic change of the phones involved*. • 
but rather from some second, quite inde
pendent change••••

Moulton, og. cit,, p. 139ij..
29. Wang, o^ cit., p. W-llj.,
30* This row represents Dong Tong-he's reconstruction

of Middle Chinese, based, primarily, on philological 
materials•

31* But the Koine [Middle Chinese] was sufficiently
widespread,..to have become the ancestor 
of nearly all of the present dialects (except 
the Min dialects in Fukien and adjacent 
regions)•

Karlgren, Bernard, Conroendium of Phonetics in Ancient 
and Archaic Chinese, Tne' Museum of Fair Eastern Anti
quities, Stockholm, Sweden, Bulletin No, 26; 195k-» 
p. 212, footnote 2,

32, In addition a very old grammar (Montgomery, P, H. S,, 
Introduction to the Wenchow Dialect, Kelly and Walsh, 
Lt'd,, ShanghaT-Hongkong-Singapore; 1893) has the 
u/ey phonetic distinction, but some words in the 
grammar are not given the same final my data indicate,

33. Chafe, og. cit,
3I4-, In addition there is the question of simultaneous

order. Simultaneous order probably occurs historically 
in the sense that two unrelated changes may occur in 
a language at the same time, but there appears to be 
no way at present to determine historically or syn- 
chronically if two rules must be applied simultaneously 
unless they are collapsed into one rule, such as an 
alpha rule, where flip-flop is involved,

3£, Chafe, og. cit., p. C-23.
36, The description of this set is suspiciously like the 

description of the D-rules mentioned above. If most 
of the operations covered by these randomly ordered 
rules really should be covered by D-rules, then we can 
see why they affect the phonetic output directly, 
appear to be simultaneously ordered, and should be 
considered to apply at level I. We can also see why 
speakers can be assumed to know all of them——they 
all have direct, observably phonetic effect.

37* Chafe, og. cit., p. C-21|..
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38. "I would like to assume that phonological change 

normally takes place through the addition of a new 
rule to depth I,"
Chafe, o£. cit., pp. C-27-28.

39» As Chafe puts it:
Obviously many old rules are sooner or 
later lost. Loss of a rule is not directly 
dependent on its degree of depth, how
ever, but probably rather on something which 
can be roughly referred to as the amount 
of work it does in the language.

Chafe, oj>. cit., p. C-28.
lj.0. Of course, the rule may be recoverable from comparison 

with other languages (or from dictionaries, etc.) 
but this does not prove that it is an active synchronic 
rule. (It is probably a moot point to decide at just 
what time the rule, like the Cheshire cat’s smile, 
has disappeared synchronically.)

IjJL. Chafe says of underlying forms:
Let us pretend at first that there is a 
complete correlation between underlying phono
logical forms and historically earlier forms 
in a language, and between the phonological 
rules which lead from such underlying forms 
to phonetic forms and the historical changes 
which led from earlier forms to those pre
sently in use.

Chafe, op. cit., p. C-Ij..
lj.2, Kiparsky, Paul, "Linguistic TJniversals and Linguistic 

Change," TJniversals in Linguistic Theory, Bach, E. 
and Harms, R., e<fs7, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.;
1968. p. 182.

lj_3. Nothing in the above statements refers to environ
ments a It may be possible to make statements concerning 
some of them at some future time, but at present most 
appear to be so random, accidental, and language- 
specific, a3 to be impossible to include in a uni
versal theory.

{4)4., The first two counter-examples are from Wm. S-Y Wang.
Ij5* It turns out that the counter-exaraple is slightly 

fictitious anyway. English was never subject to a 
historical k > s change; it borrowed the rule from 
French when it borrowed the forms revealing the rule. 
French was subject to an overall k > s  shift and the 
investigation of the intermediate steps involved 
(if any) must be resolved in Romance philology.

1|6. Kiparsky, o£. cit.
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I4.7. This in brief is Chafe’s solution to the same problem. 

Chafe, ep. cit., pp. C-30 ff.
Ij-8. As Chafe points out, this does not mean that the

historical phonology and the synchronic phonology of 
the same language differ only in size. In the first 
place, the readjustment rules represent semi-regular 
historical change. Moreover, Postal suggests that 
synchronic phonologies must include exception rules, 
which in general are morphological properties written 
as instructions to the grammar to violate some rule 
with respect to certain morphemes. Those rules have 
an only partially equivalent historical counterpart 
in that it is frequently possible to posit a proto
form for some morphemes where some of the compared 
languages show irregular forms that would indicate 
a proto-form of a different shape. In other words, 
they may be said to apply an exception rule to given 
morphemes to the effect that they are irregularly 
shifted from their correct correspondence to another 
one. In addition, ordering in the historical phonology 
will be internally determined and will not necessarily 
reflect the order in the synchronic phonology or the 
order of loss.

49. Note that the system can be interfered with when a rule 
enters a language through large scale borrowing instead 
of through internal processes. Since these borrowings 
will presumably be excluded from historical considera
tion, the borrowed rule may not fit into this overall 
pattern of synchronic diachronic rule loss.

50. Chafe says:
It is ray view that general historical factors, 
factors of language change which are familiar to 
all linguists, suffice to show why non-phonetic 
structures must be recognized in language, why 
they should be of a particular kind, and why they

r-. J - „■* 4- «V«» J 4- ^O A X U U J L U  M G ’ V W  w  jj-’ - ~
structure in a particular way. Only an unfortunate 
over-emphasis of the distinction between synchronic 
and diachronic linguistics was for some time able 
to obscure the otherwise rather obvious conse
quences which ’sound change1 has for the nature 
of phonological structure.

Chafe, o£. cit., pp. Cl-2.
51. I have restricted myself in Chapters II and III to^ 

dynamic rules and descriptions. I discussed paradigm 
in phonology in a paper to the Winter LSA meetings
in New York City, December 28, 1968. Notions in this 
area of phonological theory are extremely vague at 
the moment. The basic rationale, however, is clear 
and forceful.
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52. As Chafe puts it:

One kind of phonological change, then, 
is the loss of a phonological rule and 
an accompanying change in some underlying 
forms.

Chafe, op. cit., p. C-30.
53. In the sense that there will be no universally valid 

way for the linguist to show that the speakers have 
been exposed to the necessary data to give them the 
opportunity to form a morphophonemic rule covering 
the forms, and/or give the morpheme a more abstract 
underlying shape.

51]-. In proto-languages it may be possible to posit a cer
tain phonetic relationship among elements A, B and C, 
and another relationship between X, Y and Z, but it 
will often be impossible to prove that the relation
ships A-B-C and X-Y-Z must have oo-existed in one 
system. The same holds true of the systematic pho
nemic level.
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Proto-Wu
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2.0 Tntroduotion

The reconstructed phonology to be. discussed in this 
chapter is based on 13 Wu dialects. The phonological systems 
of each of the dialects, the bibliographical references for 
the source material, and a map showing the geographical 
locations of the dialects will be presented in Chapter III.
2.1 is devoted to the reconstructed Proto-Wu phonology;
2.2 discusses the correspondences in detail and presents 
the arguments for the reconstructions chosen; 2,3 suggests 
ways in which the historical ambiguities and indeterminacies 
may point towards a simpler (older?) underlying system.
2.01 Principles of Reconstruction

The proto-language presented is not presumed to be 
a real linguistic system for several reasons. First, some 
reconstructions are little more than arbitrary devices to 
indicate given correspondences, i.e., their phonetic quality 
is in doubt.^ Second, there is no proof that all recon
structed contrasts co-existed at any point in time. For 
example, there is no way to prove that the *ien/*ian dis
tinction co-existed in the same system with, say, the 
#o/*u/*ou contrast. Third, the phonological character 
assigned to any particular reconstruction can only approxi
mate some features of the proto-contrast, and it can say 
little with respect to the problem of which features were 
redundant at earlier stages in the language. What I have 
done is to follow essentially a neo-gramraarian approach 
in establishing the minimum number of contrasts- required. 
Then I have tried to assign as many of the features that
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appear in the dialectal variants as seem likely to be
2preservations of older contrasts, A feature is, generally 

speaking, regarded as a preservation if it fits into an 
interlocking set of developments affecting a clas3 of sounds 
in any given dialect. Please note that I have made no 
attempt to ‘phonemicize* the proto-system on the basis of 
complementary distribution, but only on the basis of syste
matic relationships between correspondences. In other 
words, complementary distribution was ignored whenever the 
dialectal evidence supported keeping any two correspondences 
different (but not distinct?) in more ways than: the comple
mentary distribution would necessitate, Thi3 approach is 
the historical counterpart of the position I took in 
Chapter I to the effect that the putative systematic pho
nemic level was in fact not a uniform system.
2.02 Notes on Notation

Except for 10.JH, the notation i3 as given in the 
source material and is in the system generally used by 
Chinese linguists. The material for 10.JH was given in
fi orv o*l or»4 fr o 4 citrnf a w  +-_V* ft +; T  vr*. G  "h GTTJT'. h.G

convert to the phonetic transcription used elsewhere0 The 
conversion particularly in doubt is the one listed in the 
charts as [9] . Its phonetic value may vary in some
contexts, particularly after [u] and [y] , where it
may be [6 ] . 10,JH and 12.YK have a distinction between
such nuclei a3 [u:a] ^  [ua-, ] . I have used the IPA
notations [ W  ] and[W] to mark this difference for these 
dialects. Where it was not possible to determine the
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prominent vowel in these clusters in 12.YK, neither segment 
is marked.

Some symbols may present some difficulties. The 
symbol [ ] used in 9.WZ.2.3 indicates a high back vowel
with lip spread and protrusion and a great deal of 
[^ ] -like friction giving the acoustic effect of rounding. 

The so-called strident vowels are transcribed in Karlgren*s 
symbols. These are:

/"\ /> i i

1  \  ° L
The first two are non-retroflexj the last one is retroflex. 
The second and third are rounded; the first is not. These 
vowels occur only after affricates and the feature of 
retroflexion for the vowel is always marked with the same 
value as for the initial affricate. These have sometimes 
been described as syllabic fricatives. The vowel quality 
lies in the 4— e range for the unrounded vowel and 

for the rounded ones. These vowels are always 
accompanied by a great deal of [z] -like friction.

. The symbols [c, ch,J] and [c] designate palatal 
stops and fricativesj f ana L̂ j uosignsts
palatal-alveolar affricates and fricatives. The retro- 
flexives (tg, tgh, §, £) are palatal-alveolar affri
cates and fricatives with the tongue in a wedge shape (in 
a cross cut view) and with the tongue tip curled back. I 
use [h] for aspiration in Proto-Wu and 10.JH, The voiced 
initials may in some dialects have . aspiration. [h]
and [fi] as initials mean voiceless and voiced glottal

•5fricatives.
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Capital letters are used throughout to indicate the 

whole series of initials (unless otherwise indicated) in 
a given position of articulation, e.g., P =  p,ph,b,m,f,v.
2.1 Proto-Wu Phonology

Proto-Wu will be discussed on the basis of a tripartite 
division of the syllable into Initial (consonants), Finals 
(remaining segmentals), and Tones.
2.11 Initials

The Proto-Wu initials are as follows:
Labials Dentals Affricates Palatals Velars

p t ts tg k “p
ph th tsh t<jh kh
b d dz d̂ . g
f s c h
v z fi
m n iv. r]

No voiceless or syllabic nasals or laterals were 
reconstructed. Even though most dialects have both syn- 
chronically, they show up in words in different corres
pondences. Thus, very few words in the Proto-Lexicon show 
exclusively a voiceless (i.e., high register tone) or a
s «>1 "1 a  V 1 «  » s s s 'l "1 X. a  *1 •! m  a T *1 a a  V>
W  ji J.  W *  W  JL v  v l '  mL  C l  W  V  l* • • <«■« M»  M M  m m  V  V  V S  y  V  ■— —

several words do show one in some dialects.
Since there is no synchronic or diachronic contrast 

in the Wu dialects between aspirated and non-aspirated 
voiced initials, the voiced sounds in the proto-system 
are neutral vis-a-vis this feature.

The fricatives #f and *v are of very limited distri
bution, but there is no evidence in Wu of a stop provenience 
for them.
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#h and *h way have been either [ h ] , [ li ] , or

Cx ] $ [T ] depending on the interpretation of the data 
from the dialects. I have used #h,£. to symbolize these 
correspondences because all the dialects that have /£/ 
show only [fi ] and because only a very few dialects show 

[x ] for *h.
is frequently just the zero-initial, and many 

dialects appear to lose it entirely, but 1 have written 
it into the proto-phonology to avoid listing a confusing 
zero initial symbol in morphemes and charts.

The most perplexing initials are the palatals. It 
is clear from the data that some sort of affricate series 
should be reconstructed here but its nature was difficult 
to determine. Two modern dialects, 2.WH and 3.CS, show 
retroflexives as reflexes of this series; in addition 
l.SZ is said to have had retroflexives in the recent 
past. However, a few other dialects show some palatals 
for this series, and most dialects merely show plain dental 
affricates as the main reflex. The choice for palatals 
was made on the basis of the following considerations. 
Ancient Chinese probably had both palatals and retroflexives 
as well as plain dentals. In Wu the two non-dental series 
fell together and cannot now be clearly distinguished. 
However, after many discussions with Y. R. Chao, Mantaro 
Hashimoto, Anne Hashimoto and Paul Kratochvil (none of 
whom may be held responsible for my statements) I concluded 
that the palatal affricate represented the most unmarked 
sound in the palatal region. That is, the normal palatal
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is [/strident] and [/sharp] (in the Chinese area).
The retroflexives are in the same position of articulation
( [-diffuse ] ), but they seem to be [/flat] and redun-

•

dantly [-sharp] • Y. R, Chao suggested that the IPA symbol 
[ t§] might be the best choice to represent this non

differentiated Proto-Wu series, but he later informed me 
of some dialects in Western Shantung province that show a 
distinction between plain dentals from Ancient Chinese 
plain dentals, retroflexives from A.Ch. retroflexives, and 
a [T^] series from A.Ch. palatals; in addition A. Ch. velars 
become, in turn, palatals in certain environments. It 
seems that the palatals created from velars put pressure 
on the pre-existent palatals. What any given dialect did 
in this situation varied a great deal; in. Shantung at least 
the A.Ch. palatals were forced forward, but maintained 
a contrast with plain dentals.^ Wu, however, supports only 
one affricate series besides the dentals. Since we can 
assume that for Wu palatals merged into retroflexives or 
that retroflexives merged into palatals, I chose palatals 
on the basis of their being the most uiiiuar-ked non-dental 
affricate.
2.12 Finals

The Proto-Wu finals may be divided into three classes: 
open, nasal and stop. The open finals are:

i y &,41,i2 u ai, uai
o ei, uei, yei

a, ia CL au, iau, a u
eu, ieu, J u
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#ou classes with the simple vowels Mu and m o ,  not with
the other -u off-glide finals. Barred £ stands for the 

cstrident vowel.
The nasal finals are reconstructed as follows:

ien Tn, uln, yin on
an, ian, uan
iq ,  eq, ien uT»), yTn oq, ion

Ah, UAq iorj
aq, i&q> uaiq '* o q  , ua.q, yd>q

The stop finals are:
iet 'ft, ut't, yft ot
at, iat, uat
ik, ek, iek Tk, utk, yTk ok, iok

Ak, uAk ok, iok
ak, iak, uak

2.13 Distribution of Initials and Finals
The following chart depicts the overall initial/final 

distribution in Proto-Wu.
M i *y M U M O U M o M a M i a * C L M © U M ^ u

M P X X X X X X

M T X X X X X X X X X

■ M T S X X X X X X X X X X

* T Q X X X

X X X X X X X X

* i e u M a i M u a i M e i M u e i M y  e i M&jU Mali * i au Miq
m P X X X X X

M T X X X X X X X

MTS X X X X X X X X

*Tg X X X

M K X X X X X X X X

M e q M i e r j M o q *i01j M i o q M A q *rq * y * q * Q , q M U  Qx

J<-T> •v*
A r T T

M T X X X X

MTS X X X X X X

*rg X A X X X

M K X X X X X X X X
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* y c u « j * a r ) * i a i ^ * a n * i a n  * i e n  * o n * y n * y f n  * i k

* p X X X X X*T X X X X X X X X*d!S X X X X X X X X X*TQ X X X X X*K X X X X X X X X X

* e k * i e k * o k * i o k * a k * i o k * A k * y k * a k * i a k

*P X X X X*T X X X X X

*TS X X X X X X X X X

*T g X x V X

*K X X X X X X X X

* a t * i a t * i e t * o t * y f t

*P X X X
*T X X X X X
*TS X X X X X

*TQ X X

*K X X X X X

*K only: uan, uat, xxfn, uft, uaq, uak, u a »j ,  û lc, u^, u^k, 
yrk

*TS only: 4 *Tg only: 41, 42
2.1 ip Tones

There are four Proto-Wu tone classes, *1, *11, *1X1 
and *Stop. I have assigned the following features to each 
of the tones

*1: Palling *11: Rising *111: Falling- *Stop: Rising
Rising

2.1j> Proto-Wu Rules
The data point towards the reconstruction of two rules 

for Proto-Wu as well as an inventory of reconstructed sounds. 
The two rules are concerned with velar fronting and allo- 
tony.

Prom general phonetic evidence and from several histori
cal . considerations, it seems likely that Proto-Wu had 
a front allophone for velars (less *fi and *?) before finals
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in #i, i-, y, y-. One dialect, 12.YK, shows just this 
palatal; all the rest have, in addition, changed the front 
velar into an affricate. Therefore, the rule

Vowel
k, kh, g, h, K) [ /sharp ] / [ ] [ -grave 3

'* /diffuse
holds for all of Wu. Except for 12.YK, the rule 

t / S S p  1 - >  ' /strident ]

will apply at some lower level as well*
Almost all Wu dialects show either four phonetically 

paired high register and low register tones, or have evi
dence supporting an underlying system composed of four 
paired tones with one of each pair heing a lowered tone 
in syllables with voiced initials. On this basis, we can 
posit the following allotony for Proto-Wu;
Tonemet *1 #11 #111 #Stop
With voiceless initial: la XIa Ilia Stopa
With voiced initial: lb lib Illb Stopb
where *a* indicates [/high register] and *b* indicates 

[-high register] • Formally, the rule becomes:
Tone [-high] / # [/voiced] [ 3

I have reconstructed the following phonetic values for 
the eight allotones:

#1 *11 *111 *Stop
a h* U$ 5314-
b 31 23 213 23
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2.2 Wu Correspondences

This section presents the correspondences for each
reconstruction and discusses the general developments in
Wu and the substantiation of differences and relationships

7among the reconstructions.1
2.21 Initials
2.211 Labials and Dentals

The Proto-Wu labials and dentals remain pretty much 
as such In the modern dialects. The only important shifts 
seem to be:
1) *P > m and *t > n in 12.YK. The #t > n shift seems to 
occur in some other dialects near 12.YK on which I have 
only very scanty data.
2) *f > x (9-WZ.l). > h (9.WZ.2.3). and *v > £ (9.WZ.1.2.3).
3) Palatalization of #n before high front vowels in all 
dialects except 10.JH.
ij.) The appearance of voiced aspiration with nasals and 
laterals in 9.WZ.2.3 and 13.WL.
5) The shift of *m, #n, and *1 in 13.WL to the high register 
alio tone of ^11 and the conseouent a'Dnearance of f .
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Table 1

Labial and Dental Correspondences
Initial P f,v p,ph,b t a t,th,d
Final iQ ,  (Ltt, orj, a*, f #v,m iQ*oq# i»i-#y n,l

an,rg at * else. rq»an, All#
*0

else.

l.SZ.l p f,v p,ph,b t t,th,d
f,v,m n,l.2 11 ti n n n it

2.WX it n it n it n
3.cs ti it it it it ti
ij..CZS » n n tt it n
5.HM tt n ti tt tt tt
6.SHS it tt u tt n tt** TPS ( • V If it n tt n it tt
C.SJ tt it it tt tt n
9.WZ.1 it x.fi it tt n it

.2 n h,fi "1 tt n& "1

.3 ti h,fi "1 tt "1
10. JH tt f,v it tt n tt
11. SX tt n it tt tt
12.YK m it tt n in ti
13. WL P tt “2 t "3 "2
1. m,n,l > m£,n£,lii
2. m,n,l > ?m,?n,pl/__*11

> elsewhere
3. a. ?n/ i#*IX b« tin/ iffelse. c. ?r̂ / *IIelse.

d. fjry' elsewhere
2.212 Affricates

As can be seen in Table 2 the plain dental affricate
has been subject to only sporadic palatalization in Wu.
The column headed dz,z,d&,% is given to indicate which
dialects have a contrast in the voiced affricate/fricative
area. The most interesting developments affecting the
plain affricates are in 9.WZ where palatalization occurs
before on-glide “ a- Cuiu but not before the proto-vowels
*i and *y themselves. 9.WZ has shifted the high front
vowels out of the high front area when they are syllabic
nuclei and so did not develop palatals.
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Table 2

Plain Dental Affricate Correspondences
Initial TS TS TS TS TS d z,z
P in a l 1 2 3 y e ls e . d s ^

l.SZ.l TSij. TS TS TS TS z ,z
.2 » ti it II it It

2.WX n tt it II ti II
3.CS n it it It it d z ,zh.czs ti it n u it it w
5.HM Tg Tg tt Tg ti it
6.SHS TS TS n TS it z ,z7.JD n n n II tt it
8 .SJ it tt tt tt tt it
9.WZ.1 1 0 n Tg n it d z ,z

.2 "b n n n tt

.3 "6 tt 7 tt tt n
10.JH TS n TS Tg M it f11. SX TQ Tg — TS 11 dz~z
12 .YK n _ _ ___ _ _ n d z ,z
13.WL n Tg — Tg ti tt

1 . iau, ian, iat, iaq, iak, ie u ,  yrn, yTt, ie n , let
2 . 6 |̂ ek, iij | ik| i, la
3 . i3tj, i»k, iok 
Ij-e TQ/ iau
5. ^ >E
6. *.>j
7. Tg/ iq

The palatal affricates (Table 3) appear as plain affri
cates in most environments in most of the dialects* 9.WZ 
shows a similar split of the palatals before high front 
glides versus high front vowels as with the plain affri
cates. 2.WX and 3.CS usually show a retroflex!ve affricate 
for the Proto-Wu palatals. Apparently there was a tendency 
towards glide absorption after palatals and when no more 
glide existed phonologically the series was forced to 
become a plain affricate, or in the case of 2.WX and 3.CS 
a more marked retroflex initial. 10.JH, 12.YK and 13.WL 
show the greatest preservation of palatals. All of the 
dialects tend to lose the palatal/plain contrast before 
*i, •&£! and *12, which have become strident vowels. I have
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no t given any correspondences for since it is so irregu
lar that each.word must be checked for which reflex it 
may have. All of the dialects show many variants, such 
as n, r̂, 3, 2̂, z and fi. I have listed some examples of 

words in Table !(.•
Table 3

Palatal Affricate Correspondences
Initial TQ TQ TQ TQ TQ TQ TQ
Pinal i 41 42 ia

eg,ek.
ik

iau,
ieu,
yrij,yrt,
iet,ia»j

ien,yTn
uo-n,y<

io«\,ytn
iak,iok

l.SZ.l TS TS TS TS TS TS TS
.2 n tt tt 11 11 tt tt

2.WX t § T§ T§ T§ T§ T§1 it
3.cs n tt TS TS n it Tg
i+.czs TS TS tt n TS TS TS
5.HM tt 11 ti tt it n it
6.SHS tt n tt 11 tt ti tt
7.JD tt it it tt it it tt
8.SJ tt 11 ti tt tt n tt
9.WZ.1 tt n tt tt n TQ TQ2

.2 it n tt tt tt tt n 2

.3 11 tt 11 "3 n it 2
10.JH TS tt tt TQ TQ TQ TQ
11. SX n it n TS TSij. • TS TS
12 .YK — — - - "5 TQ it 156 TQ7
13.WL — ■■ mm tt TS TQ8 " 9 I I

1 .  t9,tqh,9 / ieu> tqiVut, etc. d^,^ / ieu •
HA

3! TS/ eq,ek,y; TQ/ i^, (ik?) 
b* TC/ y#$. Stops / 42 > TS2 ; 9,^ / 42 > 9,3. i
6. TQ/__ian, y*t
7. TS/ iok. iok; TQ/__ ien, yrn, ucuij
8. Correspondence for *y only one known.
9. Correspondences for y^n, iet, y Tt only ones known.
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*Wu
I.SZ.l .2
2.WX
3.CS 
1|..CZS 
5^HM 
6.SHS 
7.JD 
8.SJ
9.WZ.1 .2

.310.JH
II. SX
12 .YK 
13.WL
2.213 Velar3

An examination of Table $ shows that except for 
an *h > [ f] •»£ > [v] shift in 8.SJ and 9.WZ, and
some spotty palatalization before various finals, the 
Proto-Wu velars *k,ttkh,*g,*h and , as a group, pala
talize before the #i,i-,y,y- type finals. 9.WZ shows a 
shift of #Ki > [TS1] , but this probably went through a 
palatal stage. Note that 10.JH preserves the palatalized 
* Q but not the non-palatal. 13.WL shows a plain velar 
before #y. Elsewhere, the dialects generally preserve 
these Proto-Wu velars as such. Very few cases of -K-g before 
non-palatal finals can be reconstructed on the basis of 
regular correspondences, though quite a few words show a 
present day [ g] for some irregular correspondences.

Table lj.
Examples of Words

0
1*9x̂ ek
z??23 riia? 2 
nia? 2 
nia? 2 
i£a? 2 
nia? 2 
nia? 2 
i*ia?3 
Hil? 3 zail2 
nfie212
ni?'2IZ
nie?12
ze?i2”
nLa!3ffi£?l

1836

nin2[j.
r^]13î Lnllj.
*¥**33run213
rdnlLj.
niql3
n^3i
I^j31
zkq31

nin213 
1^0231 z£ 231 
zaq22

&
1838
î eqll
zan331 z 9i)31 
qen213 
VQ213 
zani|5 
zan31 zarjl3 
zaql3 zaql3 
lag 21*

18 Ip. 
n e q m
lin331
nin213
niq2l3zan2I|.
nin213
rviql3
^ 1 3
nirjl3ryLaqll

5^yan3I2 n ln 21p.

2026 2027 
niaqlll i^iaglll
x*iaq331
rga31
§213ij.a213za-H2k
z*213
Î LSI3Z£L3zal3
fii31

m ? 1niS213
nia213
nia213
r̂ .Sl3
rVLffl-3
x*Lal3x̂ Lll

nlag2)|l
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Some dialects lose •»£ entirely (10.JH); others lose 

it in some contexts (in l.SZ.l before palatal finals).
Many preserve ■*£ as such in all contexts. One dialect, 
f>.HM, shows *fi > [h] as the most common derivation.

*»ju is an erratic syllable as a whole, showing up as 
a syllabic nasal, as [rj] plus some vowel, or as [fi ] plus 
some vowel depending on dialect. #?u- shows a
shift to [v] in 8.SJ. Otherwise * f is either [P ] 
or zero in all dialects. The difference between which 
dialects show [ ? ] and which show zero may be due to real 
phonetic absence (9.WZ.2.3) or it may be due to the analysis 
in the texts upon which this study is based.

Table 5>
Velar Correspondences

Initial h,fi Klessh K K K fi aPinal 1
i

yei,
y<LQ i-*y-else.

else. i,i- y

l.SZ.l h,fi K K TQ K 0 0.2 n tt it it h h
2.WX k ti it tt n tt it
3.CS it tt tt n it it ti
h.czs it it it it it ti ti
5.HM M2 n it it n ii it
A. O TTO n ti it it it it it
7^JD ti n ti n it ti it
8.SJ "3 ti ”6 n it ti it
9.WZ.1 f,vij. tc TQ "7 "11 it ii

.2 " h it n "i "11 J mm mm

.3 " k a n "8 tin 3 Z

10.JH X , 0 _  _ K n "(x) 0 0
11. sx h,£5 — n it K fill}.
12 .YK ti _ _ it C9 K(x)12 £15
13 .WL it — n T g io K13 £lL6 ?
1. u, o, yei, uei, u?«, uan, uan, uak, uai2. fi > h/ o 4
3. h,fi > T/v/ u,o; huei > vi occassionally
Jj., yei only for h
£. n >v/ u
6. h > f/ y q,Q
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Table 5 Continued
Initial fi £ ? qu q g
Final ya.n,u- else i*i-* else

I
. JD 
.SJ

h h 
ya.q,u- else 
less those 
above
fi f i

r

0 ^ ■s utt 11 ir II
it II tt fiu,qu11 II tt grin,
tt II tt fiun h tt fiu, Q Uit fi tt fiu, IJI11 tt tt
"17 11 ”21 II
*i 11 I! n
II n It nfiIt tt "22 11
0 0 11 u
fi fi ? fiu,pn "19 ?

M CD "20 ? * ]

l.SZ.l .2
2.WX
3.CS
i|..CZS " ,f " fiu "23
5.HM
6.SHS " fi " fiu, qu "

y»y-

»  9
it n
n ti

rt
it i i

ti
it n
it  it

9.WZ.1 " !! I* "2k "26
.2 « 51 « nfi "2k »3fi27#3 n n »22 11 **2l|. 11 27

10.JH 0 0 " vl « 0
ll.SX li fi ? fiu, g —  *
12.YK
13.WL "18 "20 ? p ^25 q28

 i
 i*yc,ch,j,c
q/ UTq, UAk, UMJ

13. K > Tc7 TU
14. Jfi/ iff
15. n > H/ iani fi> j/ iak
16. fi > ?/" ieu
17. fiu- > v/ at
18. fi > ?/ ua
19.. fi > J/ a20. fi > ?/ on sometimes
21 • ?U“a v/---
22. 7 yei ' >"'ZM in a high register tone
23. Q >fi/ y . yrn, iok

3 > ieu2>. r n/ **11; fay  elsewhere
26. g >5/ 1*n; go > g
27. q o > /j h
28. a. ?n/ anil; b. fin/ an else.; c. rq / Ilelse

d* ^q / elsewhere
2.22 Finals
2.221 Open

**i is [ i] in most sites but shifts to [ ei ] in
9.WZ. This pattern is repeated for 9.WZ in the finals
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*iij and *ik, except that for *i»j, the presence of the nasal 
inhibits the development of an off-glide. The *i >[ ei ] 
shifts reveal the origin 9f *Tgi. Note that 9.WZ.3, 10.JH, 
and 12.YK suggest the possibility that at least some *i 
are derived from an earlier **ie. 3.CS is the only site 
to separate *41 and *42. *y shows a spotty tendency in 
awkwardly stated sets of environments to lose its rounding.
*a is backed and *<t is raised in the dialects 1.SZ-8.SJ.
*TQia demonstrates the loss of on-glides after palatals that 
occurs in dialects 1.SZ-8.SJ, 11.SX and 13.WL quite generally. 
In addition *Kia demonstrates the optional *ia > a shift 
in the finals *ia, *ian, *iat after velars in most of these 
same sites. *u,*ou and *o tend to collapse into one or two 
contrasts in most sites. 9.WZ is the main dialect that 
distinguishes *ou from the other two; 10.JH and 12.YK are 
the main indicators of the *o distinction.

Table 6 
Open Vowel Correspondences

Pinal i i 4 41 42 yInitial P,T,
TS .K

Tg TS Tg Tg Tg

l.SZ.l i 'H 1 'H y y.2 tt tt tt ti 11 it
2.WX it 'H tt X % X
3.CS tt it tt II 1 tt
ip.CZS it 1 tt 1 11 V
5.HM tt n tt tt It 1
6.SHS tt tt tt n 11 II
7.JD it tt tt tt 11 tt
8.SJ it it it tt 11 y9.W£.i eil ei tt M 1.2 ei2 it it tt tt

.3 i 3 — tt it It y10. JH " k 1 tt it tt y11.SX tt tt tt tt tt it
12 .YK " 5 tt — "6 it
13 .WL ti — tt — — y
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Table 6 Continued

Pinal 7 a ia la la ft.Initial l,n,TS P,T, T,TS, k TQ P,TSK TS,K h K
l.SZ.l P iP 0 0 0.2 y§ ft icu a. (IqJ 0 02.WX 78

it n ia,u,ft CL u
3.CS "9 it tt 0,10. O "21
ll-.CZS It ti 11 0,lo o. 0
5.HM i 11 it ft, io. uo uo
6.SHS
7.JD 5t10

11
n

11
11

it
ti 0

uo
0
uo

8.SJ tt ti 11 it 0 0
9.WZ.1 "11 a Jil5 0 ei II

.2 nl2 H * 15 ••■> ”19 n

.310-JH "1311 e
a ilie

ft
uua 9 n ia20

11
ua22

11.SX tt n ia 0 0
12.YK tt iallj. ial7 ia uH
13.WL it a i£l8 0 o23

Pinal u u ou ou ou 0 0
Initial P,K l,n,TS p m T,TS P T,TS,K
l.SZ.l u2lj. au u 0 au u32 au

.2 "2U. n II tt it 1132 it
2.WX "25 Tut TuizQ Tui TUu Vui
3.CS "39 n u 0 11 u32 n
Ip.CZS tt u26 11 ?UL u29 Tui n
5.HM 11 11 u u ti u u
6.SHS n n tt 11 11 11 11
7.JD 11 tt tt it n tt n
8.SJ n 11 n 0 tt "32 tt
9»WZ.l n 3U ey ey ey ”32 "33.2 rz) rfy fSj 67 W  3k.■5 027 ~\ -d t) 30 •d o35
10.jh" u u u ua u uo36 ua
11.SX tt II 11 n ou o3712.YK n —  _ ua "31 ua u5
13.WL u u - - am w 11 ■w u 38
1. l/nt&|ij i?

2/k,kh,g,E“ _2. i/fi., I 
2/k,kh,g,h___

3. i/k.q.f 
2/TS,k,kh,g,h__

4 * iE/TIessl,TS___
5. 15/Tiess 1,TS___
6 . 5 , ^ 4 2  >

I
. i/TS 
. i/l,TS~

9. i/n
10. i/l
11. ey/l ; u/£

1/Tr~
12. rfy/1
13. 'H /TS^S-; (rfy/1
111., a/1

15. i/&16. 1&/H
17. i&/£18. la/fi.
19.0A 5 , tgE, da___
2o.ia/<j,^___
21. o/ia,TS___
22. ua/K
23. uo/K less rj__
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8o,
2k. au/K 31. o/l 35. t)/T16S3 1
25. yw/p7pH,b  32. o/m Kless n *---
26. ^f/TS  33. au/l 0/n
27. i) /l  u, o/TS 36. ua/m
28. u/f,v  0/n 37. u A  less*
29. t/ /TS  3J4.. o/TS  38. __
30. ^/TS  -d /Kless n   39. Ttu,/n ___0/   4  i

The low vowels with -u off-glides lose them in 9.WZ, 
but the mid vowels retain the glide. Dialects 1.SZ-8.SJ 
tend to preserve the low/mid distinction, but also tend to 
lose the glides. Though *-au and -*a.u merge in most dialects 
as either a front or a back vowel, 9.WZ clearly makes a 
front/back distinction for the two. -x-yu and -s-eu are dis
tinguished in only 9.WZ and 10. JH and in a rather peculiar 
way. 9.WZ keeps -x-Teu distinct form -x-t ?u by merger of the 
former with -x-ieuj 10.JH keeps -x-TSeu and s-TSyu distinct in 
a similar fashion. This makes it seem extremely likely 
that the same final in fact underlies both reconstructions 
and that the apparent distinction is based on some sort 
of irregularity or unconditioned split. Note in this 
connection the diphthongization of -*T4u after velars in 13.WL; 
this shift occurred before velar palatalization. Since 
it would seem that -x*eu would be more likely to diphthongize 
than -x-'pu, the evidence in 13.WL tends to support the 
possibility that -x-eu and -x-pu are in fact the same final.
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Table 7

Vowel Plus -u Off-glide Correspondences
Pinal on au iau iau 7u eu ieu ieu
Initial P,T

TS,K
P,T
TS,K

P,T
TS,K

TQ T,TS
K

T,TS t,lTS,Tg
n,K

l.SZ.l at i*. at h *1 A.2 n n ii ii Y Y Y iY
2.WX A A iA A Ei Ei Ei7 iTUL
3.CS O o io O E E i m  8 n
6..CZS 'BUO 'BUL i"RUc 'auc ei ei ei9 it
5.HM 0 o i o o TUl ifUL 8 tt
6.SHS tt II n II 7 7 ir io ir7.JD n tt n II n it y y8.S-J n II n It n n ir io ir9.WZ.1 uol 3 ie it au au3 iu iaul2

.2 uo
H

n n at) 1l e-d 11 a i)
.3 uo ya ya i i ■ 5 tt i i

10.JH au au iau au au6 iu iu
11.SX b b iD b 7 r i* 10 ir
12. YK au au iau — au au iau iau
13 .WL 0 O io — 72 7 iu iu
1. o/TS,n
2. IT /K
3. iu/T

A
13.

5* ©*d /P 6. iu/TS'
9. d/fUt/TS
10. 7/TQ

7 • i /iiQ j 11. /T___
8. stu/SQ___ 12. au/i

It is interesting to note that a dialect near 12.YK,
Ai> %  , shows £  11*13 *gieu> d^ieu, i.e.,

Just the reconstructed final *ieu is preserved in the modem 
language. In addition, 12.YK*s [i9 u ] is phonetically
close to [ie> u ] , and when Y. R. Chao investigated 
10.JH in the late 1920*s, it still had [ ieu ] , ( eu ] .

. The presence of an -i off-glide in 5«HM and l*..CZS 
distinguishes the *vi finals. «ai is distinct from ̂ si 
as lower vowel to higher vowel in 3.CS, 5.HM, 6.SHS and 
7.JD. #ei in 9.WZ lowers and retains the off-glide; this 
is time for all mid vowels in 9.WZ. *ai on the other hand, 
raises and loses the glide; this too holds for most of the 
compact- vowels plus glides and nasals in 9«WZ. *yei is 
distinguished from *uei primarily by its shift to [ y ] 
in 9.WZ. %uai was reconstructed on the basis of preservation 
though highly defective of *ai like features.
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Table 8

Vowel Plus -i Off-glide Correspondences
Pinal ai uai ei uei uei yei yeiInitial T,TS,K K P,T TS X TS K
l.SZ.l E U P E E uE E uE

.2 t t uE,u<t t t t t t t t t t t

2.WX t t ua t t t t t t i t t t

3.CS £ ua,ue i t t t n t t n 5
I|..CZS ai ua. 321 uaj U * I uael uxl
5.HM EI ua,uEI: el el uei el uei
6.SHS £ ua,ue e 4 ue 4 ue
7.JD i t t t ie3 T i t T i t

8.SJ e U C L e 4 i t 4 ” 6
9.WZ.1 E a ai ai ai 1 y 7.2 e ai ai ai

.3 e £ ai ij. ai ai ^ 8
10.JH ai ua ai ei uei ei,y uei
11. SX E 1 ua E E uE»y E uE
12.YK 9i ua 3i mm mm uai mm wm uai
13.WL e 2 
1. E,jE/k,kh___ e/m 7.

7

u/&,?
y

2. ie/k,kh
3. tf/T___
2.222 Nasal

6.
uE, y/? ___
ue, i/fi
© / ?___

8. 7 only known

ftSince few Wu dialects show a contrast in final nasals 
a note on the procedure for reconstructing two final nasals 
(and two final stops) is in order. Since 11.SX shows 
nasalization in some form for all of the nasal correspondences, 
the reconstructed finals must contain some nasality.
Because of the large number of these nasal correspondences, 
either the reconstructed vowels or the nasals must be 
proliferated. Now, it turns out that the nasal finals 
are divided into two classes by the structural pattern 
of the development of these finals in the dialects. The 
difference is essentially this: there is a class of nasal 
finals where 11.SX shows just nasalization and where

9every other dialect shows no nasal at all. There is another
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a nasal consonant or a nasalized vowel. A sketchy check 
with other Chinese dialect groups indicated that the differ
ence originally lay roughly in an -fr-n/tt-q contrast between 
the first and second groups, and that solution was chosen 
for the reconstructed language.

■fcan and *uan show very little change in the dialects 
except for the loss of the nasal. *-ian, however, tends to 
merge with «-ien except after some velars where it may lose 
the on-glide and merge with «-an. Only two of the dialects 
shown, 10.JH and 12.YK, distinguish *ian from ttien and 
there the distinction is just lower head vowel to higher 
head vowel. The same pattern holds for «iat/&iet. There 
is another dialect in central Chekiang, 3L %> , on which
I have very little material that also reflects this as a 
vowel height distinction, namely *ien > ie, and tfian > it . 
Most dialects lose the •B-on/ttfrn distinction, but in those 
that make a distinction, such as £.HM and 8.SJ, they are 
kept distinct by just the feature rounding, whereas in 
others, such as 7.JD, there is fronting for *Tn as opposed
■hit 'Sr.r*. T A . T y  •z'T'.r3. 1 p  \rtr * rs h. -hrtTJgr*^ g s r . -w-r;-

vowel for both, and show parallel diphthongization in this 
final to the open final *0. The correspondence of these 
finals to the Middle Chinese reconstructed by Dong Tong-he 
is quite regular, where tho difference is not in the vowel 
but in the final nasal, namely an W * n  contrast. However, 
the Wu data would not seem to support that kind of dis
tinction between the finals for Proto-Wu. I have recon
structed a rounded glide for s-yffn to account for the
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reflexes of this final In 9.WZ, 12.YK and to some extent
10.JH, and dialects 5.HM-8.SJ.

Table 9
Vowel Plus -n Correspondences

Pinal an uan ian Ian ien ien on
Initial P,TTS,K K T,TS P,TTS,K Tg T,TSK
l.SZ.l E uE I I,E I 4 4

.2 tt it ii iI,E ii 10 11 n
2.WX e ue tt il,6 it 0 03.CS tt tt IE iE,e IE T T1|..CZS n tt ii ii, fi ii n tt
5.HM « i M ie le^ ie /f> jV
6.SHS n tt i ift i tt tt
7.JD it n ie ie,& ie ie T
8.SJ tt

"  k i i e 49.WZ.1 a a 5 i a tt i n 11
.2 tt n 6 tt n tt t t " 11
.3 tt

"  6
tt tt tt tt

10.JH tt ua 7 la it it ya a
11.SX % 2 ie ie tjz
12 .YK a ua 8 ii& ia ia 01/313 .WL e 3 ue ie 6 ie —- 4 13
Pinal <j»n 7m Tn urn yTn yrn y*n
Initial P T,TS K K TS TQ K
l.SZ.l / 4 4 x\4 I 4 i 4

.2 tt tt tt tt ii ti n
2.WX o 0 0 0 ti

O io
3.OS T 9»j 11). uT iE V if
k.czs n r n IT • • tt
5.HM ie ie 1.$ie 16 ue ie 4 y 4
6.SHS 4 4 tt i tt Y7. xn 4 Aess i,© A n1 ie ie yT
6!sj e e e x7 „

tt i e 749.WZ.1.2 tt 4tt 7,4 18 4 I 7 7 I

.3 tt n tt mm tmaj tt tt n
10.JH U 3 a,3 a ua 19 ie ya ya
11. SX tsj .fWe, je u#,u£ - - mm w

u12 .YK Vua ua ya ya y 313 .WL — — — utf -- — y 4
1. e, «J/T,TSo JW ^  Ar T
3. a/f,v J

ie /k7kK,ri. 
(t /£,?___

k- e / ? ___5. ua/?___

6. "ii a/?__*7 t»8 /wI • ___
8. u&/? _
9. 1 rj i® Tt ,n,l
10. il/l
11. y/K12. %/K13. ie/r-

li).. Bn, T , o n  /rs_15 s e/rs
16. 4 / q___ ; e/ ?
17* rf/n „18. y.gA  ;y/n
19. u&/hTff~
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The correspondences *iq/«-e>j/*ierj show systematic 

lowering in 9-WZ. Since these correspondences and 
show many distribution . gaps that are to some extent comple
mentary, and since several dialects, such as 2.WX and 
12.YK, show (optionally) an epenthetic schwa between the 

[i] and the nasal of *irj it may be that these finals can 
be reduced to, perhaps, #*»eq, #*iei^ • Note that ■K-yj'ij shows 
even greater retention of the rounded glide than ■K-y'J'n, but 
in different dialects. *aq and differ primarily
in showing front versus back reflexes in most of the dialects. 
Note the reflex (ai] for #aq in 12.YK; M. Hashimoto 
thinks this may be a trace of a final palatal nasal. The 
■kucl/j /*yo»Q distinction is made to account for the 9.WZ 
and 13.WL reflexes of these finals; elsewhere they merge.
Note the retention of an on-glide after initials other 
than velars in 1{..CZS. and ■fcuArj are peculiar in that
they look like and -xuTrj in mosb dialects except
9.WZ, 11.SX, 12.YK and 13.WL where they seem closer to 
-* 7»n, --Hi Tn. The distinction parallels the
#oq distinction in the loss of final nasal for the
lower member of the pair in 9«WZe I chose -:s-o-/*̂ > - instead 
of *u-/*o- for this pair for that reason and because only 
two dialects show [u] for any of these correspondences, 
whereas the rest show [o]
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Pinal
Initial

l.SZ.l.2
2.WX
3.CS 
ij-.CZS 
5.HM 
6.SHS 
7.JD 
8.SJ

P,T
TS
xn

in
init
iOtt *

iOTQ

an
30an
303n
i i

30tt4

9.WZ.1
.2 n
.3 tt it

10. JH in in
11. SX I* a012 .YK i i i013.WL in

Pinal
Initial r a

l.SZ.l uan uan
.2 U30 uao2.WX uan uan

3.CS u30 uaoip.CZS uan uan
5.HM tt n
6.SHS
7.JD 5»q
8.SJ it n
9.WZ.1 

• *2 y,
6 .

a1 ti 4
. o — -Nsst-.A ti

10.j h" ' “ ’ 4 _uan uan
11. SX ul' r\jue
12.YK uao —
13.WL uan «• 4*
1. ian
2. e/P4 / ? ______ i3. io ~ 6

ietj 
K *

in
in
inn
i i  4

i a n
a » A  
i i  ■> x

in

in

yffnTQ 4

an
a 0an
30
uan
an
90
i i  *

°rj
it
yan
w  • *

mm mm

yn

T§

in
10in
in11
iOn *

Si
tt
in
±Y\90

P *

yan
i*
yan
yn

TQ

an
90an
30
3nII
yj

sn
It
ini\>e
30

°0T,P
TS,K

yan
yaqyan 
ion yan 
in 
ioh
y0*ioo "yoQ 
°0

It 7
" 8
" 7n
tt

°ott 4

u0uo
°0u O

tnP,T
TS,K
3n
30
an
303nII
y

It
an 
3n 2 
3ij3
t q 1*-

ion 
TQ 4

on n >»
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
it

s ?

y©o
uo

A0p ;t
ts

an
90
an
30
antt

2*
itt

a n ,

%  5on

ion
g , a , E

tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
It

°0

yo«0iu»5
y°*0

2: i°0 /n ,o ̂  ,io rj /n_
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Pinal ag iag ian uag an uaji uo.n
Initial P,T T,TS TQ fi 4 P,T TQ K 4

TS,K K TS,K
l.SZ.l a, 1 ia, a,,orj ua, Bn on u b ,

,2 a ia a,%. ua 2L 0C u&
2.WX » » a " 11 " «
3.CS ” " a,8C uat, " " 11
i^.CZS ^  2 icon an uan ua>n ua,n
5.HM S. 3 ifc viZL &  SC u £6.SHS a " %SC uS " " "
Y # J D  '« n it »  n  n i i

8isJ " " " vlSL " " 11
9.WZ.1 it i i ig. uo Ij. uo ua

.2 " it —  ie " » "

.3 £ n i£ £10.JH an ian ian uan an yan uah
11.SX » 4 4 ~  —  Dii Dh uon
12-™. ai " ia, -- a, ya, ua,
13 .WL —  ia —  ua o —  uo
1. on /m 2. og /m 3. 8 an/TS  !{.. 3 /T,TS___a n/TS
Pinal

I.SZ.l .2
2.WX
3.CS
I4..CZS
5.HM 
6.SHS
7.JD 
8 .SJ
9.WZ.1 

.2

.310.JH
II.SX12.YK 
13 .WL
2.223 Stop

The most striking evidence for the *t/ttk distinction 
is the parallel in effect on the vowel in compari5on with 
the *n/*q distinction. The only other structural differ
ence between *t and *k themselves is the much greater 
tendency of *t to be lost with a shift to tone *111 in 10.JH.

ya.n TQ 4 ycuj K 4 iaq
TS,K

ioh
TQ4

fPCL
it UCLII

0,3n -* 11 °qIt -1 
II II

tl II 11 II II

1T>11 ucLnu &it

tt1111
II
It
II

II
tl
II

ti n n II II11 it n n ti

V r ya P y 0tt
iiyaq
-3

ii
uarj
mm mm 

mm tm

7*

yo
!3
mm mm

yayorj
!3

ii
yor} 
iUn 
y orj 
yuQ
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The -frat and fret finals are very similar to their *an 

and #en counterparts. Since ■ftat is the only source of a 
non-rounded compact vowel in the Stop tone class in many 
dialects, it shows a greater tendency to shift to a grave 
position than #an. #iet and *iat after the parallel merger 
we saw for #ian and #ien have further lost their identity 
in many of the dialects by merger with the -aik, s-ek, *iek 
type finals. Where 10.JH does not shift #iet and *iat to 
tone ttlll, it too loses the distinction, unlike the situa
tion for #ien and -fcian. The primary evidence for the 
* t/ttot distinction lies in the rather sporadic retention 
of a rounded vowel in some dialects for *ot. In other 
respects, the ■»'J't/*-ot correspondences show great similarity, 
but do not show the tendency towards fronting evidenced 
by their relatives with a final dental nasal.

Table 11 
Vowel Plus -t Correspondences

Pinal at uat u'jt iat iet iet
Initial P,T K K T,T8 P,T TQ

TS,K TS,K
l.SZ.l a? ua? ur? ir? ir ? r?

• 2 == US? ia? i^? d •
2.WX " 1 tl li •• n II
3.CS a? ua? UO? ii ii It
1J..CZS » 2 it U3? ti ii II
5.HM a? ua? tl ii tt It
6.SHS a? 2 ua? n it tt ft
7.JD " 2 ti It n it II
8.SJ eP 3 ue? 9 li ii? n llj. II
9.WZ.1 a o 10 o i i i

.2 i i »' 11 ___ tt ti i i

# “5 H c M tt n i i it
10. JH*" ua 6 ua 12 u& la ^ it ya>ya?
11. SX »>? 7 uat? mm mm ie? ie?l5 e?
12 .YK ua ua mm mm it i3 mm mm

13 .WL ia? 8 ua? mm mm i? i? i?
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Table 11 Continued

Pinal ot o t rt y r t y r t y 7 tInitial T K P,3I TS Tg KTS,K
l.SZ.l T? r? ?? 16 iT? ?? y??.2 a? 9? d? 17 i?? 3? ya?2 .WX it it » tt tt tt
3.CS o? 0?,3? tt 17 tt tt io?Ij-.CZS 3? 3? tt 18 iaP *ys? U3? ya?5>.HM tt it tt ia? 3? io?6.SHS o?,d? tt tt 19 tt tt tt
7.JD o? o?,J? tt tt tt n
8.SJ 9? 9? 1! ii? ,i9? tt y i?9.WZ.1 VJL * y y •tr

.2 rf,ai tl tt II

.3 tt 4 II tt tl
10. JH 9? 9 9 20 y.ya? ya? y3?11. SX — e? e? 21 & i*f ? irf?
12.YK ■m mm iS 22 wya $2 ya13.WL mm mm — -- y? y? y?
1. a? ,ict? A 9. £ ? /£ , 17. o? . 3? A
2 . co? ,ico? A 10. u a /? 18 • CO? /z
3. &? ,i£? A ”" 11, -da/? 19 . 3? ,  cot /n ,  zh. o/P 12. fta? /a 20 . u a/p
5 . u o  /F~ W ? 9 7/d
6. u&A 13. i.ie 7T a? /n ,

7 . OL?,Tae.rA lit-. ii? ,ia7” /_ a? ,aya ____8. £?/fi____ Jonlv 15. ie? , e? /P,n 21 ,e? /d
known) 16. a? /n,z "  22 . 003 A

The velar stop finals are also parallel in many respects 
to their velar nasal relatives. One major difference lies 
in the -::-ik,*-ek finals where the apparently* epenthetic schwa 
that appears in many dialects may be even more indicative 
of an underlying **iek reconstruction for all of these finals 
than was the case with the velar nasal. Also it is note
worthy that, as was not the case with the velar nasal 
*oiq type finals, the *ok/wj k finals in 3«CS, 7»*H)
and 8.SJ show just the reconstructed vowels for these 
correspondences. 12.YK also retains more evidence of an
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earlier palatal stop final than was the case with the velar
nasal; note its reflexes for *ik, « A k  and *ak.

Table 12 
Vowel Plus -k Correspondences

Final ik ik ik iek ek ek r k A k

Initial P T,TS TQ K TS TQ P,TS T,TS ,K
l.SZ.l ifr? ir? r? iT? ir? r? Tf r?.2 i a?,a? ia? a? ia? ia? 3? 37 3?
2.WX n ti ti it tt ti tt tl

3.CS it it n tt n tt tt It

J+.CZS it tt n tt n n * k tt

S.HM i3? ti it tt ti ti tt If

6.SHS i3?,a? ti H n it it n N

7.JD ±3? tl n tt It ft tt tt

o.SJ i *?,3? tt tt tt II tl n tt

ii?
9.WZ.1 ei ei ei iai ai ai ai E

.2 tt tt tt ai 3 it ti tt e

.3 mm mm (1)1 _ . it 3 ii tt n it

10.JH i?,ie i?,ia i? i? i? i? 2? a?11. SX ie?,e? ie? - - ie? - - — e? e?
12 .YK a ia# 2 1 ia mm - - 3 3i
13 .WL —

3i 2 
i? — i?i,yu?~ H

Final UAk ufk y?k ak iak iak uak
Initial K K K P,TS,K n,l» TQ £

TS,K
l.SZ.l u ^ ? ur? yr? D? 5 ib? 11 b? o?,uo?

.2
2.WX

u Q?
tt

ua?
it V 1 CL?

tt 6
i cu? 11 
“ 11

cl?n u 3?
ti

3.CS uo? uo? io? tt tt a?#o? uo?
k.czs ua? _ o? ya? tt 7 ti CL? u 3?

.T IM a /  11 OJ** T’S? io? tt «t i p 11 n 2?
6ISHS u 2? o? io? tt 8 it ”~ tt n

7. JO »t ua? n ft 9 tt it

o.SJ • n o? ii tt tt 1 3 CL? o?
9.WZ.1 y ai iai a ia llj. ia a

.2 Tt n _ _ ti a 15 a ii

.3 __ it «  mm e ” 15 tt it

u3?10.JH U  9? ua? ya? a? 10 ia? 16 i?,yo? ua?,
11. SX ue?,usf? o?.uo? irf? a? ia? mm mm

12 .YK U 3 _ _ ya ai iau mm —

13 .WL — - - y? — ia? — —
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Table 12 Continued

Pinal ok iok iok iok 0 ?: iok iok iok
Initial P,T 1,TS Tg K P.T TS Tg K

TSj>K TSj>K
l.SZ.l 0? 0? 0? io? 0? 0? 0? io?

.2 11 tt tt 11 tt tt tt tt
2.WX 0? 0? 0? 10? 0? D? 0? i3?
3.CS 0? 17 0? 0? io? n 22 O ? o?,o? io?
Il.CZS o? 0? 0? io? n 0? 0? io?
5.HM 0? 0? 0? io? O ? 0? 0? io?
6.SHS n n n tt tt II tt n
7.JD n it tt tt O? 23 tt 3? tt
8.SJ n tt n tt n 23 It tt n
9.WZ.1 u 18 iu iu iu 0 yo yo yoO•  Cm V 19 'I' W 6-«> e-0 tt c c

.3 n e*0 tt tt tt n n
10.JH 0? 0? yo? yo? 0? 0? yo?
11. SX it 20 _  _ tt _ _ 0? io?,irf?
12.YK 0 _  _ u Uyo au _ _ ua SJ 9

13 .WL 0? 21 — 0? yo? - - — — yo?
1. *TSik only known8. 3?, a? /Kless h,TS_17. o?/m
2. 3 i/1__ 9.. S?/Kles3n  "*l8. 9 U,o/l,s,z___

is /else, 10.3?/Klessg  p/m
3. iai/p 11. ia? /n_J 19. /fTfS
li.. 3?,yaT7TS 12c ia? /n 20. uo? / ?£. 7?/n 13. i&? /n o?,io? 7K__6. cl?,3?“7 FS 11|.. ie /I 21. uo ? A

a?/n 15. ie /I 22. o ? , o F 7 f S _
7. o?/P ia/? 23. o?/P___a? . a.? /(CS 16. ia?,yo? /S.__

9 ?/ij___  y o ? / ? ____

2,23 Tones
Words with nasal ©r lateral initials shift to the 

voiceless allotone of tone *11 in 1]..CZS, 10.JH and 13.WL. 
The voiced allotone of *11 merges with the voiced allotone 
of *1 in 13.WL, and with the voiced allotone of *111 in 
l.SZ, 6.SHS and 7.JD. Other sites show irregular shifts 
for both allotone of *11 into the comparable allotone .1 
*111 on irregular subsets of *11 words.

The stop tone loses its final stop in 9.WZ and 12.YK. 
In I2.YK it merges completely, tonally, with *11. In
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10.JH there is a partial shift of the stop tone to *111
with loss of the final dental stop.

Table 13 
Tonal Correspondences

I I II II III III
a b a b a b
1*2 31 1*5 23 531*. 213

l.SZ.l l4Jt4. 2i j . l 4JL 331 £13 331
.2 13 52 31 1*12 31

2.WX 55 111. 321*. 33 35 213
3.CS 53 33 1+23 31 321*. *
k.CZS 55 213 ii5 1 21*. U23 23
£ . hm 53 li*. 23 31 31*- 213
6.SHS " 13 35- 13 3li 13JD « 31 » n «' «
SlsJ " •' 1*1*. 22 35
9.WZ.1 1*1*. " 21}. h2

•? r  : 4s  &  r

n
11 
22tt u

Stop Stop
a b
1*5 23

k? 23?
5? 27n ti
n 11

tt 11

it tt

n tt
n 3?
it it

23 12
&

212

3? 2 2 1 2?
1 2 ?

35 3 13
5? 1?

.310. JH 33 213 I4-3I4- 1 312 52 21*1
1 1 . sx 51 231 335 113 33 11
12.YK 1*1*. 22 35 13 52 21*1
1 3  .WL 33 31 1*2 1  31 55 13

1. Words in nasal, lateral *11 show up here except
10. JH m,n,l > 1*31*.; y\, q > 312

2. Some words with a final dental nasal shift to III.
3. Stop a,b merges with II a,b.

The phonological features were assigned to the Proto- 
Wu tones on the basis of the following considerations:^ 

First, the results of the type of dialectological 
comparison to be discussed in Chapter III established 
subgroupings of the dialects in such a way as to clarify 
where tonal developments were similar and where they were 
not.

Second, the occurring tone values in the various 
subgroups established some notions concerning the direction 
and nature of tone change. For example, in 9.WZ, 10.JH 
and 12.IK, tone *IIIa loses its falling component with
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consequent shift of the falling tone la to a level tone; 
the merger in 6.SHS and 7 . ^  of lib and Illb can be explained 
as being due to the similarity of the original values for 
these tones; or, finally, comparison of the values of *IIa 
in 10,JH, 3.CS and l.SZ in that order suggested that non
turned tones may become turned (*1+5 > 10.JH), one
portion of the tone may then become emphasized over the 
other (*-lj.5 I > 14.314-) > 1̂ 23: 3.CS), and the turned tone may 
be reduced to a non-tumed tone by loss of its final portion
(*!£ ( > 1*3U. > U23) > i*a= l.SZ).

Third, the Proto-Wu tones as reconstructed illuminate 
tone sandhi in at least two dialects in rather interesting 
ways.

In 13.WL, forms with the tonemes 33 and some with 31 
become l£ when subject to a tone sandhi rule that creates 
a diminutive of the form. Forms with the other tonemes 
and some with 31 become f?l by the same process. The present 
day 13.WL tonemes offer no clues as to the natural classes 
involved here. The forms with the toneme 31, indeed, fall

 -____________ • j_______ •_  _■« A. »  /»<> 4-V>ax x io u  i /n u  m u x 'p u u  u u n o u u u  is x c lo o v c ? .  i / i v i ;  u—-

proto-system, however, shows that the rule can be stated 
as:

[—Rising] l£ r oCri -> r “^Rising ,
[/Rising] -*51 1 J L^.Falling-1

An examination of the tonal history of 13.WL shows that
three level I rules

31+ * 55 (*23 > ) 312 > 31 U1& > kb ( >33)
have erased the rising components of the II,III words
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and caused the merger of (*31 > ) 31 and (*23 > 312 > ) 31.
In other words, the rule above holds in 13.WL except that 
some very late changes have obscured the underlying tonemic 
system.

9.WZ.2 has extensive and rather opaque tone sandhi.
If we limit our view to two syllable tone sandhi groups, 
we find that the combination of the present day tonemes 
to the left in the chart below results in the toneme sequence 
to the right:
1. 1&,31 / kb — > 2 2 / 3 3
2. ]tg,3U,Il2,22 / UH- — > il-2 / 33
3. 32^,212 / 1*4 2 1 / 3 3
4. 44# 31 *3^. 212 *42 / 31 -=> 2 2 / 2
3. 44>3i*M*i4>42,22 / l&>34 4-3 / 34
6« ^23,212 / 1 ^ , ^  21/31^
7. kb,31 / 42,22 22^213 / 43
8. ^,34,42,22 / 42 ^  4 2 / 2 1

h£>2h:>22 / 31 4 2 / 2 1
10. ^ , 2 1 2  / 42 21 / 42
XI. ij£>,̂ 4 ,42,22 / 22 —> 42 / 22
12. 323.212 / 22 2 1 / 2 2
13. 41;,31,l^,ill:*42,22 / 12^,212 43 / 12
14. ^ 23,212 / 323.212 2 1 / 1 2

I have tried to solve this tone sandhi problem ele
gantly for several years without satisfying results. The 
tonal reconstruction, however, led to interesting insights 
into the underlying tonal forms and the nature of the 
tonal alternations involved. For example, 1j4  shows an
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important alternant, 1)2, in first position. In addition,
22 is always a falling tone in first position. If, however, 
present day iji). and 22 are both analyzed on this basis as 
having a falling component in their underlying form, then 
it seems likely that present day 1)2,22 must be distinguished 
from present day 1)1).,31 in same other way as well. The 
results are similar to those in 13.WL: if the proto-system 
is assumed to be the underlying system, the tone sandhi 
rules become: 3IVa /[/High] /

[X] 4 £ (X =. a syllable with any tone)
-High] /

1: 2:
# ,Cons., # # rCons., #

l-Vcd.J l/Vcd.J

# [ less ] [X] # # [X] [ /Ris. ] #
Stop -Fall.

* r/Fall. , TREll. i # r /Ris.i [X] 9
* l-Ris. J 1 /Ris. J 1 Stop 1
i.e., any tone becomes [/high register]

with voiceless initials, on any tone except Stop 
In first position In: tone sandhi; and
213____53UA2.31___

any tone becomes low register
with voiced initials, on any tone before II or Stop
tones, and on Stop tones in first position

IVb   -High
[/Ris.] [-Ris.] / [ /High ] [ /Fall. ] #

/Fall. -Ris.
i.e., 531). 1)2/___31
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IVc ---

[-Fall.] — > [/Fall.] /#f /Ris. . [X]
L less J 

Stop
i.e., U$, (3k) 53U-/___X
Ilia

[/Fall.] [-Fall.] / / #  [ ^ 8#] [/Fall.] #

,# [X ] [ -Ris. ] #
/High

V  #  [ -Ris. ] # /
' /High

i.e., l\2 bk/ h2,53h,3h in second position In tone 
sandhi, and in isolation.

Illb
[/Ris.] - >  [-Ris.] / [/Fall. ] i.e., $3k-> k*/High everywhere

IIIc
  /Fall.

[/Ris.] [-Ris.] /# [ -Fall. ] [-Ris. ] #
Stop -High

i.e., 23 ->  22/___31
Ila.

L • -Fall.
-Ris. ---

# [ /Fall. ] [ -Ris. ] #
• /High /Fall,

i.e., Ijlj. 22 in first position; lf.2 3l/[|2_
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lib ---

r /RiS. I [ /Contour ] -> [ -Contour ] / 1 /Pali.
-High

i.e., 213 22 everywhere
NB: A marking convention ( [-Cont. ]  ̂"pali  ̂ ^
is used as a linking rule here to change the values for 
Rising and Falling, 
lie

[-Pall.3 [/Fall.] /# [ /Ris. ] f #, [X
Stop 1 '

i.e., 23 ->  212
la

-High ---
[/Pall.] [-Pall.] /# [ -Ris. ] [ -Ris. ] #

-Pall. -High
i.e., 31 -> 22/22___
lb

[/Ris.] [-Ris.] /# [ /Pall. ] [X] #
-High

i.e., 212 31/ X
Ic

. /Ris.
/ [/Mid ] / [ -Pall. ]

-High 
less Stop

[X] *
/Ris.

[-Mid] / [ -Pall. ]
-High 
Stop

i.e., 23 -> 3I4. everywhere, but 23 —> 12 in the only
— - 1 M 1 —   --.-.I m  j— — — — i ^ *5 m  n  1 m  4*4 4 ̂  a  4- a a  a  V *4
i - 'O lU C X X I l X X l g  0 X 1 V X X ’ U lJ X U O X i.w  •  j L X i x c u .  j L / g o x u j . v , / u  ju aa  a  u v i i o  p w a u i  i j l

group

)
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D-Rules:

31 “ > 21 
Il4 -» 33/X_ 22 -» 2/22_
42 - >  14-3/__

(22 -» 213/

r/Ris. -1 
-Pall.J

J+2)

In tone sandhi groups

Rule IVa represents the incomplete application of 
the Proto-Wu allotony rule in certain tone sandhi environ
ments. Rue IVb shows the tendency of to become a purely
falling tone with concomitant pressure on *-lj.2— hence the 
merger of the two in certain tone sandhi environments.
Rule IVc shows the frequent tendency in the Chinese area 
to merge tones II and III. Rule Ilia is the incomplete 
application in certain environments of the *%2 > I4I4.
shift, and rule Illb completes the historical > Up

shift, The lowering of I4JL4. (part of rule Ila) may be due to 
dialectal borrowing. Finally lib is also purely historical.

The tone sandhi rules in 9.WZ.3 are almost the same. 
However, rule IVa is altered so that the stop tones of rule 
IVa merge with the II tones of IVc; 9.WZ.3 lacks rule IIIc

q n j - .. ^ It _ _<■» j_   I \ . ♦ 4.ana axt/ers ruio xixu 00 sixiX o uo qzj- ax uti* •*-*-
also lacks the D-rule (22 -> 213/ Ij-2) since the appro
priate environment does not occur due to the change in 
rule Illb.

In short, tone sandhi in 9.WZ clearly retains relics 
cf the various tonal changes that derive its present day 
tones from Proto-Wu and provide a rather interesting con
firmation of the Proto-Wu tonal reconstructions.
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2.3 Historical Indeterminacy

Three kinds of historical indeterminacy will be discussed 
in this section: the type of residue or incomplete changes 
posited by Wang and discussed in Chapter I (2.31), weak 
areas in the Proto-Wu phonology (2.32), and the evidence 
in the correspondences for alternate reconstructions (2.33).
2.31 Possible Cases of Unconditioned Phonemic Split

Wangfs mechanism for historical change and how it may 
account for unconditioned phonemic split (i.e., split 
without the Polivanov factor) was discussed in Chapter I.
I also dealt at length with one possible case of this in 
Proto-Wu, namely the «u/*ou distinction. Other areas where 
a similar situation may occur are in the *'j,u/»eu, 
*iq/*e»]/&ieq/&T^ and -xik/x-ekAiek/* ̂ k  distinctions.

I pointed out above that the £- <yu/:<-eu distinction 
seems very odd. On the basis of the diphthongization of 
* f u in 13.WL, we may posit *-eu for both of these corres
pondences with incomplete change in 9.WZ, 10.JH and 13.WL 
accounting for the apparent differences between these two 
correspondences•

It was noted above that -”-ie was in complementary 
distribution with both sc-i and tf-e before velar nasals and 
stops. Moreover, we noted that vowel epenthesis and the 
close relationship of these finals to k may indi-
_  j, , -  ,. . ____ jl. j   i  u  i . n .  .  « Xfc .-.*1 „  4  m  oc a t / t t  H  X 'd u u u u x u a  -LX1 L/XXO a u m u o r  u x  x x a o x ^  x a  u a x o  O.X VJU!

The most likely possibility seems to be to hypothesize -a-ie 
for most or all of the *i,*e,-*ie finals with velar nasal 
and stop, and *e for the finals. The parallelism
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between *iiq , -a-ik, *iei\ , *-iek versus *-e q ,*-ek and #ieu 
versus #eu suggests in particular that * ,#ik may be 
derived from an earlier *ieq ,#iek.
2.32 Weak Areas of Wu Phonology

Certain distinctions in Wu seem weak, i.e., they are 
more subject to change and irregularity than other distinc
tions, whether this weakness is attx^ibuted to reduced load, 
articulatory ease, phonetic drift, outside influence, or what 
have you.

Some of these phenomena in Wu might also be described 
as general, areal changes that are fairly common to the 
Chinese dialects as a whole. However, this explanation 
does not predict which areal changes Wu will accept; why 
areal influences should produce long-standing and irregular 
change; or why Wu has extended some areal changes in a 
logical (but irregular) fashion to suit its own 
phonology.

The fricative/affricate distinction for voiced affri
cates is weak in several respects. First, few dialects 
distinguish the two phones. Second, the reconstructed 
initials %dz ,&z ,&d^ and *2̂ have a very defective but irregular 
pattern of distribution with respect to the finals. More
over, many of the morphemes reconstructed with these initials 
are to a great extent irregular in some of the dialects.
Chang Kun has pointed out to me a number of philological 
sources that seem to indicate the lack of such a contrast 
in the Wu area in the Sui-Tang period. He suggests that 
the apparent contrast may just be due to dialect mixture.
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Y. R. Chao has pointed to the dzero pronunciation of *zero* 
in Tennessee to suggest that the [z] / [dz] contrast
may be universally unstable.11 On the basis of these 
considerations we may posit the lack of this contrast in 
Proto-Wu with the note that in thin area, there is a strong 
tendency to alternate between an affricate and a fricative. 
It is difficult to determine, however, whether this non- 
contrastive entity should be reconstructed as an affricate 
or as a fricative.

I have pointed out that *g, of all the velars, occurs 
in very few words with non-palatal finals. This may be 
indicative of the general shift of Archaic Chinese *g to 
Ancient Chinese *)P. It is not possible, however, to posit 
*g for all of the morphemes reconstructed with *£• so we 
may merely note that in the underlying system it is likely 
that *g had a fuller distribution than the present recon
structions indicate.

The most difficult of these weak areas to explain is 
the toneme *11. l.SZ, 6.SHS and 7,JD show regular collap
sing of *11 into *111, but- in a variety of subsets of *11 
words, any one or more of the four dialects 2.WX, 5«HM,
8.SJ and 10.JH may shift *11 to *111. In addition there 
are fewer words reconstructable as *11 than as *1 or *111 
in general; and aside from the shifty words, the number of 
exceptional items to regular tonal correspondences is 
small indeed. I have looked for an explanation of the 
shifts in borrowing, and indeed 2.WX and 5.HM show reflexes 
of *IIIa that phonetically are quite close to the phonetic
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reflex of *-IIa in some neighboring non-Wu dialects, but 
this leaves unexplained 8.SJ, 10.JH, the phenomenon of 
■K-IIb > ■K-IIIb, and why these two dialects should borrow 
phonetic tones for these and just these words and not for 
all *IIa words, or for words in any other tones. There 
is also the apparent affinity in some dialects between ->11 
and the Stop tone. This association is another indication 
that *-II is a weak point in the tonal system towards which 
the Stop tones could migrate with minimal influence on the 
basic system of contrasts. Note that the reconstructed 
tonal values clearly explain these ■>II--*HI, *-II-Stop 
affinities, but they do not explain why it is usually ->II 
that suffers at the expense of its near tonal relative, 
or why the #111-»Stop affinity is so rarely exploited.
2.33 Evidence for Alternate Reconstructions

Two sorts of evidence support an alternate reconstruc
tion of *ie for -*i#. One is the trace of a two-vowel nucleus 
in 10.JH and 12.Y1C, which seems to be related to the 
#ien,-»iet/-*ian,*iat contrast. The other is the close 
relationship between *i and *ia in 9»wZ, which again par-a= 
llels the -*ien,-*iet/#ian,*iat contrast. Moreover, if the 
#u/#ou/#o contrast is reduced to an «’o/*ou contrast, a 
revised reconstruction of ->ie for #i would make the simple 
vowel system considerably more like the vowel plus glide,

v» orraf o m  al i a o  v/x O  v w  Lr w j  w  u v4iam *

I pointed out the possible traces of palatal nasals 
and stops in 12.YK above. Since 9*WZ shews -*ik > [ ei ] ,
it may also be possible to posit a lack of a velar/oalatal
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12contrast after the high front vowels.'" Unfortunately, 

the data is not conclusive since 9.WZ also shows an 
■a-'yk > [ ai ] shift when on the basis of 12.YEL, it would
seem to be # Ak that might come from a palatal stop final.

Though internally Wu shows no clear evidence for a 
final tf-m, the close relationship of * ?n to -»on; the 
diphthongization for #9*n in 10.JH and 12.YK; and the fact 
that there is a regular correspondence between the final
w  iii j  A rit.i A u  M  Atm At m o  &xr 4 4*4 n l  m
x * j *  x i  c l l x u  r u u v u o  Uj u u o S o x - w  a x  u u r  x j ,  cum x i u m I o j l o ^

all seem to indicate that the Proto-Wu *'jf‘n/*on distinction 
may come from an earlier *om/5*on distinction (with # y n  
as #on after *P). In general, the same conclusions are 
true of Tt and *ot, but there the data are less clear.
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1. Y. R. Chao informs me that Karlgren had similar views 

vis-a-vis his Ancient Chinese.
2. I am attempting, by using this procedure, to follow 

suggestions made by Sjrfren Egerod in a paper to the 
First Meeting on Sino-Tibetan Reconstruction, October 
3-l|-> 1968, at Yale University. He pointed out in his 
talk that this is the only way to ensure that we capture 
all useful information for later comparisons, using
the reconstructions. As he put the point in question 
here:

What is today*s redundancy is very likely 
to have been yesterday*s fundamentals.

This historical position is equivalent to a full matrix 
position in synchronic description, i.e., where there 
are no zero markings for any features and no redundancy 
rules.

3. In 12.YK, 10.JH and 9«WZ.l the sources show [x ] for
[h ] , but this seems to be a notational device 

only. [x] is still glottal (cf, 9«WZ.2.3) phoneti
cally and is structurally parallel to [fi ] .

lj.. Mantaro Hashimoto interviewed an informant, one Li
Hong-de, from Penglai in Shantung and found the contrast. 
His data shows that Ancient Chinese developed in the 
following ways in this dialect:
* J (q) > [ S u3 ( ̂ ) *5 >  ̂)
*s > [su] (j$L ) *x > [qu] ( )

In addition, a report on the Pingdu dialect in Shantung
appeared in %  % S , Vol.2, pp.22-29* Peking,
19^8, 3: $ Efc. $ £ Jifc. *£ . It also shows the plain
dental/alveolar-palatal/retroflexive/palatal contrast.

3>. #TQ£1 is distinct from *TQi2 only in 3»GS where the 
difference lies in the initial. The only plausible

j? -  -      ±    ^  4_ . _ . r. .ii----n  —  j _ «/ m  o  <S
U l l i o r o i i u o  OU a v w « J A Tu . L u 5 j L j  |

versus *-Tg£, which would create a new initial series 
with just one possible final. This seemed sufficiently 
unbalanced to warrant designating the distinction in 
the purely formulaic fashion chosen until the pre
history of Wu can be clarified.

6. I am greatly indebted to Mantaro Hashimoto for assist
ance in reconstructing these tonal values.

7. Examples of all reconstructions and correspondences 
are contained in three Appendices of data on which the 
present work is based. Fifteen copies of these 
Appendices are on file at the Phonological Laboratory, 
University of California, Berkeley, California.
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8. Or none. I pointed out in Chapter I that this depends 

upon the phoneraicization used*
9. It is interesting to note that Y. R. Chao’s report on 

10.JH still shows some nasalized vowels for some of 
these correspondences. Paul Kratociivil in a report' 
to the Chinese Linguistics Seminar, Princeton, on 
February 3» 1969, 3howed on the basis of spectographic 
analysis that in Peking Mandarin when a final dental 
nasal is lost in rapid speech, a trace of its presence 
remains in certain changes in the amplitude curve
of the vowel. It may very well be that some such trace 
of nasalization is preserved in seme of the dialects 
where segmental *-n has been entirely lost. At any 
rate, I am assuming that the 11.SX evidence supports 
a *»-n > vowel nasalization > loss of nasal series
of changes for all of the Wu dialects.

Mantaro Hashimoto informs me that in Mandarin a 
syllable final -Vn when the retroflex diminutive suffix 
is added loses all trace of the nasal, but when the 
syllable final -Vq is so suffixed, the vowel becomes 
nasalized.

10. The two major obstacles to tone reconstruction to date 
have been: a lack of knowledge of the phonetic nature 
of tones and a lack of experience in doing such recon
structions. It was assumed in the past (cf. Wm» S-Y 
Wang, ’Phonological Features of Tone,* IJAL, Vol. 33,
No. 2, April, 1967; PP* 93-105) and in the reconstruc- 
tion of the Proto-Wu tones that tones are adequately 
described by specifying the pitch level and contour
of the base frequency; but Paul Kratochvil has recently 
suggested that amplitude may be an important factor.
If that turns out to be the case, my reliance on pitch 
alone in the reconstruction of the proto-tones, as 
well as the stages of development for the dialects will 
have to be modified. But it is my conviction, that 
'we must try to do this sort of reconstruction for tones 
in order to bscrin to set an idea of what tonal histories 
might be like.

11. Mantaro Hashimoto has told me of similar phenomena in 
other Chinese dialects.

12. Note the change of #k, the Germanic reflex of Indo- 
European *-g, to *c or -~-ch after *i and *e.
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Chapter III

Structural Dialectology and Wu
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3.0 Introduction

Section 3*1 reviews the theoretical background of 
modern structural dialectology and posits a new model of 
dialectal comparison. 3*2 suggests some of the theoretical 
products of this model. In 3*3 I present descriptions of 
the modem Wu dialects; and in 3*14- I show their conqparative 
f-rule systems and discuss the relationships of the dia
lects to each other.
O "I 4

•  - i.

3.11 •Dialect*
The term * dialect* has been used in a variety of 

meanings. Dialects have been specified as such on the basis 
of such criteria as: degree of mutual intelligibility, 
genetic relationship, non-conformity to a language norm, 
geographical separation of idiolects, different social 
status of idiolects, and what have you. In order to avoid 
these multiple meanings, Gumperz and Ferguson'*' posited 
•suggestive descriptions' for three terms: variety, dialect 
and language. These are as follows:

A variety is any body of human speech patterns 
which is sufficiently homogeneous to be analyzed 
by available techniques of synchronic descrip
tion and which has a sufficiently large repertory 
of elements and their arrangements or processes 
with broad enough semantic scope to function 
in all normal contexts of communication.

A language consists of all varieties which 
share a single super-posed variety having sub
stantial similarity in phonology and grammar with 
the included varieties or which are mutually 
intelligible or are connected by a series of 
mutually intelligible varieties.

A dialect is any set of one or more varieties 
of a language which share at least one feature 
or combination of features setting them apart
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from other varieties of the language, and which 
may appropriately be treated as a unit on linguis
tic or non-linguistic grounds.
Dialectology may be defined with these terms as the

comparison of a set of varieties that share a feature or
combination of features which set them apart from other
varieties of the same language.

Specifying the shared features in such a way as to
include some varieties and exclude others within a dialectal
continuum may be theoretically arbitrary, but may have

2extra-linguistic justification. The Wu dialects may be 
defined as those varieties of Chinese in which the two 
feature axes, voicing and aspiration, are required in the 
representation of the initial stop series, i.e., the com
bination of features that sets them apart from other varie
ties of Chinese. This leaves out many dialects in Jiangsu 
north of Shanghai that are in some ways like Wu and in 
some ways like Mandarin. But the speakers of the varieties 
within this definition accept each other as Wu speakers 
and enjoy a high degree of mutual intelligibility. The 
varieties to the north would seem to represent some sort 
of transition zone between Wu and Mandarin; the best way 
to study them is to analyze the core of the Wu area and 
then to expand that study to cover this surrounding band 
of varieties. Ultimately, the only rigorous way to define 
dialect groups is to specify the rules which will reveal 
both the differences between-the dialects and their histori
cal development from a common parent language. Then, if 
a tree diagram were to be drawn showing the continual
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branching off of various groups from the Ursprache down 
to the daughter varieties, a term such as the Wu Dialect 
would merely be a name for one particular node in that 
tree*

In the meantime, we must first compartmentalize the 
work artificially and then expand our knowledge of how a 
linguistic area evolved. The only ultimate limits will 
be that we lack sufficient information to push back further 
in time, or that we lack the conceptual and theoretical 
tools to achieve our aims with a particular body of data. 
Thus by setting up small closed domains as separate studies, 
we can determine with an ever greater degree of thoroughness 
the synchronic and historical systems that have descriptive 
adequacy for a dialect group, and can gain insights into 
phonological processes in a microcosm that can be extended 
to the macrocosm.
3.12 Weinreich, Moulton and Stankiewicz on Structural 

Dialectology
In the past, dialect comparison was concerned mainly

i.U V: a4»4 « amin! A 4- 4 act o  a  a j  Q *1 q  -

More recently, there have been attempts to study structural
dialectology, i.e., to compare phonological elements and
systems, as well as phonetic entities. However, Uriel
Weinreich^ pointed out serious theoretical difficulties
in this endeavor:

If structuralism were carried to its logical 
extreme, it would not allow for the type of 
comparisons suggested here; it could only study 
relations within systems; and since in a perfect 
system all parts are interrelated ("tout se tient"),
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it is hard to see how systems could even be 
conceived of as partially similar or different; 
one would think that they could only be wholly 
identical or different.... Structural linguis
tics requires that the forms of the constituent 
systems be understood first and foremost in terms 
of those systems, since the formal units of two 
non-identical systems are, strictly speaking, 
incommensurable.... In other words, existing 
dialectology usually compares elements belonging 
to different systems without sufficiently stressing 
their intimate membership in those systems. In 
the domain of sounas, this amounts to a non- 
phonemic approach.

Weinreich proposed the use of diasystems to resolve this
problem, but he pointed out that:

Differences in distribution cannot be directly 
inferred from a comparison of the differences 
in inventory.
Moulton^" illustrated this problem of phonemic in

ventory versus phonemic incidence with the following dia= 
systems for the phonemic vowels of two Swiss German dialects! 

' i ~ e ~ £ ^ ^ ^ a  ~  o ^ o ~ u ~ u ~ o  ~ o
- , A p /LU,

Thus, in terms of phonemic inventory, the dialects appear 
to have exactly the same vowel system. But, if lexical 
correspondences are taken into consideration, the diasystem 
becomes:

Ik -1 “2 ~3,4 ~  a
♦ «

i« ~ V ' E2~*3,lV 22~ o1 ~ U0 ~ U0''J° 1 ~ O2
»» « \

. . 4 rv n C 'V̂ D. O ̂ O  ^  11 11 /N/LU,AP// *0,1 1,2 £3 2 1,2 U0,l 0,1 1,2
(where the subscripts indicate corresponding phonemes at 
specific vowel heights), and the two vowel systems seem 
to be almost totally different. Both diasystems, Moulton 
asserts, give an incorrect picture of the actual dialectal 
relationship between LU and AP.
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qIn a similar vein, Stankiewicz-' notes that

Extreme formal structuralism questions the 
possibility of comparing parts of systems 
on the ground that patterns are closed and 
unique configurations •

To resolve the difficulty he suggests that super-systems 
be devised for a dialect group on the basis of the distinc
tive features common to all the varieties subsumed under 
it. Dialects can then be seen as continuous in that they 
all share the U3e of certain features, and as discrete in 
the way they utilize them. Each phonemic system is deter
mined only by its own internal relationships, but the 
axiomatically defined distinctive features are directly 
conqaarable from system to system. However, the assignment 
of features in each dialect is in part motivated by such 
systemic criteria as distribution, alternation and natural 
olasses, but also in part by phonetics ♦ And it is the 
phonetic aspect of the features which makes them comparable 
and the dialects continuous, not the systemic aspect of 
how particular features are used. Stankiewicz still has 
not solved the problem of identifying systemic units across 
dialects.
3.13 A New Model of Structural Dialectology

If we restrict ourselves to studying genetically 
related dialects, the new model of phonology proposed in 
Chapter I will avoid these dilemnas. The problem of •iden
tity* disappears when the lexical level for each dialect 
coincides with the reconstructed Ursprache. And, since 
the lexical items are identical across the dialects,
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differences in inventory versus incidence cannot occur
by definition.

It should be observed, however, that the reconstructed
Ursprache is no more a systemic le?el than the synchronic
lexical level. It too represents chance preservation of
contrasts of various time depths. The diachronic variation
of the dialects is in fact perfectly parallel to allomorphy.
Just as in a synchronic description the underlying form
of a morpheme is revealed by its alternate shapes in various
strings, so the reconstructed morpheme is the underlying
form that is revealed by its alternate shapes in various
dialects. Using Gumperz* term ’variety* we may coin the
term *variomorphy* to cover this phenomena. ’Allomorphy’
will be restricted to mean alternate shapes in one variety;
variomorphy will include alternate shapes in different
varieties, whether that refers to style, social dialects
(sociomorphy), or geographical dialects (geomorphy).
3*2 The Functions of Structural Dialectology
3*21 Phonological Plausibility

In a recent article^ Noam Chomsky pointed out the
need for theoretical constraints on rule content:

A general theory of rule plausibility is clearly 
needed as a supplement to the theory of genera
tive phonology,.... This matter lead3 us into 
an entirely new and relatively unexplored domain—  
namely, into consideration of the system of 
substantive (not formal) constraints on phono
logical rules,...

One function of these plausibility constraints is to eva
luate alternative formulations of phonological systems.
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Thus if a language to be analyzed on the basis of the 
syllable has two nasal syllable finals, namely

[30) [ £ ]
there are at least two alternative phonological descrip
tions:

Systematic Phonemic Rule Systematic Phonetic 
a. //?*]//, //&*]// [3rj ],[ a)
B. / / 3 / / , / / & / /  [ 9 Q ] , [ & ]
Most linguists would prefer analysis A because the rule
in A 'makes more sense.* This preference rests in part
on intuition and in part on some notion of linguistic 
universals, i.e., plausibility.

Chomsky and Halle's marking conventions are also 
available for use in evaluating alternative phonemic systems. 
If a language has a nasal prefix that always assimilates 
to a following oral stop in position of articulation, the 
preferred representation of the nasal at the systematic 
phonemic level would be as a dental nasal. But there is 
also, a need for an evaluation metric to choose between a 
complex phonemic inventory and fewer rules and a simple 
phonemic inventory with more rules. Several of the Wu 
dialects contain phonetic finals of the following shapes:

A. [i#] [y#3 [u#] [in] [yan] [uan]
[ Cl.#] [ a  3

[ is? 3 [y*?J [u3?]
[CL? ]

and they do not have the forms:
[yn] [un] *-«• [ i?] [y?J [u? ]
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The marking conventions would consider a uniform

B. //i#,in,i? // //y#,yn,y? // //u#,un,u? //
//a.#,cui,ai> //

system as more highly valued (cheaper) than the occurring 
phonetic system, A. They alone do not weigh system B 
plus the rules

1. i -> i3 /___?
2* 7 -> 72 /__ n,?
3. u -> ua /__n,F
ij.. ctn CL

against system A. Thus the notion of rule plausibility 
must be extended to include the notion of 1 occurring at 
all* as well as *occurring in what form.*

The comparison of geoxnorphieal P-rule systems acts as 
just this sort of constraint on rule content and underlying 
system. The principle is that the rule systems of related 
varieties should be a similar as possible in both content 
and order. By making the rules similar and therefore, more 
plausible in content we can continually improve the recon-

Arrrr_.;_T._fA CjVin in effect- treating the proto- 
forms as phonologic ally plausible ones. By increasing the 
similarity of ordering we are making our statements about 
the timing of various changes as plausible as possible.
And we are led to avoid writing ahistorical rules for any 
given dialect. This clarifies why complementary distri- 
but ion must be treated with care--it may lead us into 
writing mechanical, art if actual statements that may turn 
out to be both implausible and ahistorical.
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An additional result of this procedure is that it 

becomes very unlikely to posit a *rule reversal.* Wang 
has shown the possibility that as time goes on and a change 
becomes more widespread in the lexicon, it may happen that 
a historical rule of the form 

A > B
will be more economically stated as 

B A
in some late synchronic grammar. In other words, at some 
point in time, the few remaining cases where A has not 
changed to B may appear to be the odd few that require 
a rule as opposed to the regular majority. By comparing 
phonologies, however, it becomes very unlikely that the
direction of a change may be obscured by later develop
ments, i.e., to posit the complement of a plausible rule.
An example of this occurred in the 9.WZ tone sandhi presented 
in 2.23. If the modern value for tone la (1}1|.) were taken
as basic, we might posit a rule

I4J4. —> lj2 /in certain tone sandhi environments 
Since comparison of the dialects revealed that the under
lying form was probably l±2f and that a rule Lj.2 > I4I4- is
historically correct for 9.WZ, I posited instead rule Ilia 
(p. 96),

I4.2 1[1|./....
which is essentially the complement of the rule above, and 
which is, presumably, the plausible rule.
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3.22 General and Specific Constraints on P-Rules

7As Wang has pointed out, changes spread through a 
lexicon gradually by becoming more generalized in applica
tion. In addition they tend to accumulate so that th6 more 
time elapses, the more change occurs both in inventory 
of phonological units and in the lexicon0 To the linguist 
it appears that, through rule collapsing and through maxi
mizing rule application, related simple changes are combined 
into more complex rules. But each variety does this differ
ently to some extent, so that by comparing the dialectal 
phonologies, it is possible to break down the more complex 
changes into simpler ones again. In other words, the 
P-rules can be rewritten to cover simple sound changes 
that, when arranged in a chain, reveal the cumulative effects 
of a given complex change.

Two examples of this phenomenon from Wu are worth 
examining at this point. The proto-finals #ien and -ss-ieu 
have reflexes in the dialects indicated as follows:

l.SZ.l
■sien
I

■fcieu
i'T 6.SHS

■»ien
i

tfieu
iT

.2 il iY 7.JD ie y2.WX il 9.WZ.1 i iau
3.CS iE i Tun 10.JH ie iu
5.HM ie ITul 12. YK i9 i a u
Prom the comparison of the individual dialectal systems, 
we can derive the following plausible chains for these
two finals;

I1til > I
*ien > ie > 

> ia
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*ieu > irfy > > y

> iau
> iTu /i'TUJU> k r

V i 3 U

*ien loses its filial -n and then the head vowel raises 
with subsequent monophthongization or lowers. #ieu. becomes 
a more natural cluster by lowering the head vowel, backing 
it with subsequent loss, or by rounding and fronting the 
entire cluster with subsequent monophthongization. The 
interplay of P-rules and D-rules should be noted in these 
chains. This will be discussed in the next section.

This concept of a chain of rules has the appearance 
of being uneconomical. A rule of the form *ien > i would 
presumably be more economical in some sense than

ttien > ie > il > I > i 
The dialectal evidence supports the following hypothesis 
to cover such situations: Where no evidence is available, 
the rule must be formulated as *ien > i , but that 
* implausible* rule is to be regarded as a schematic abbre
viation for a chain of plausible P-rules, each of which 
covers a change in the binary value for just one feature 
at a time. For example, in the case of »ien discussed 
above, the loss of the final -n might be just the change

[/ segment] [- segment]
On the basis of these considerations, we may propose 

one type of plausibility metric as follows: A P-rule can 
change only one feature value at a time, but several rules 
on the same level can apply to the same segment if all but
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one of the rules applies to some other segment as well,
i.e., rules can overlap but not completely merge. (With
out the restriction the principle would be vacuous.) The 
marking conventions as linking rules can also apply to the 
same segment without destroying the principle. It now 
seems to be true, in fact, that the linking rules derived 
from the marking conventions in many cases delimit a plausi
ble chain, and that in any given change situation, a lan
guage may change along the path described by the linking 
rule but may only go part way. In other words the linking 
rule specifies the direction of change in many cases, while 
the specific rule for one language may just block the 
change at some point along its trajectory. Extensive 
research, especially in dialectology, should make it 
possible to establish a class of those features which may 
change their values in which co-occurrences with other 
features. Evaluation of alternative rule formulations 
will take the shape of establishing which set of changes 
leads from the known input to the known output by the most 
economical route (least number of changes) where each

Q
change occurs in the set of all possible changes.

Two specific evaluative criteria that I would like 
to propose on the basis of the Wu material are as follows:
1) The mid-vowels [e] and [o] may diphthongize. If

they do we expect to get [ie] or [ei] from [e] ,
and [ou] or [uo] from [o]
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2) The optimal affricate is non-diffuse and tends to be

[/ sharp] as well ( [tg] )• The next least marked 
affricate is the diffuse, dental [t3] . If there
is a non-sharp non-diffuse affricate, it will tend to 
be the retroflex [tg] , i.e., [/ flat] • Finally, if
a language has utilized both [/ sharp] and [/ flat] for 
the non-diffuse affricate, it may also have a

- sharp
[- flat ] affricate, the alveolar [t\] .
- diffuse

3.23 D-Rules and Structural Dialectology
D-rules provide useful procedures for analyzing and

describing phonetic shifts, i.e., phonetic as opposed to
phonemic change. Postal represents the relationship ex-

9pressed by D-rules in the following ways 
Phonological Feature F. /
Phonetic Feature F^ 1........... n

With this model, phonetic shift can be expressed as the
movement of the arrows over the range of numerical

, 1 0  values.
Moulton has described a ui&ieco continuum in Switssr= 

land in which geographical variation in the phonetic height 
of the phonological mid, long vowels can very roughly be 
depicted as follows:

Dialect A Dialect B Dialect C

Identical systematic phonemic and new phonemic mid vowels 
can be posited for all three dialects. The D-rules, 
however, would be as. follows:
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Dialect A Dialect B Dialect 0

e, 3 -

And it is readily apparent that they very neatly express 
the gradual shift.

In one of the Wu dialects, 9«WZ.2, there are two low-
level rules of the form

"i >  112 <" -v C—' "  c , -  —v

However, the finals /us / and /i£ / show a large range of 
phonetic values. [uo] can vary, depending on the 
context, with [3 ] , [oo] , and [Ud ] ; similarly,

[ie] can vary with [£ ] , [ee] and [Is.] . If
the rules o > uo and E > is are considered to be D-rules, 
they become

It seems likely that this represents a D-rule with an

It turns out, however, that this illustration provides 
evidence for the effects of D-rules over time. Due to the 
fact that ordering requires that the rules be P-rules, the 
variation in the modern dialect merely provides evidence 
that the change represented by the P-rule is the result 
of gradually accumulated phonetic shift. We saw in the 
discussion of the developments affecting the final *ien

Phonological

Phonetic

unstable arrow— one which has recently shifted a great
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above that whereas some dialects even today show that a 
phonetic shift of the form #ie > il is still only a D-rule, 
in 9.WZ, again, the shift has become antecedent to a phono
logical change *ie >i , and here the dialect preserves 
no present day alternation to show the shift. The change 
tfrfy > y in 7.JD for the final tfieu illustrates exactly the 
3ame phenomena as evidenced by the results in l.SZ.
Another case of the same sort occurs with the following 
finals:

*ei *ai #an
l.SZ E E E3.cs E £ cw
6.SHS e E E
7.JD ie e £

The report on 6.SHS, in fact, states that there is some
sub-dialectal variation in this area for various speakers
as follows:

*ei *ai *an
I e e £ (6.SHS above)
II e E E
III 6 £ £
IV e e e

From the comDarativ® evidence . the chain becomes:
*ei — ^ e ---> ie

*ai —

By dialects, the following portions of the chain apply: 
l.SZ *ei->e  3.CS *ei->e

ttanj ^ *an5
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rE

* / 8 * a i " g*an-
7.JD #ei->e— >ie

xauy
This illustrates how D-rule shifts accumulate in time to 
produce phonological change and how dialectal comparison 
reveals the processes involved.
3?3 Th© Wu Dialects
3.31 The Dialects

The sites covered in this study are shown on the 
following map. Below is a list of the sites with their 
Chinese names:
l.SZ Su-Zhou-Shi $'>H 8.SJ Song-Jiang fa-Sx
2.WX Wu-Xi 9.WZ Wen-Zhou
3.CS Chang-Shou 10. JH Jin-Hua
4.CZS Chang-Zhou-Shi 1 ̂ 11. SX Shao-Xing *8 *
5.HM Hai-Men 5S-P9 12 .YK Yong-Kang
6.SHS Shang-Hai-Shi 13.WL Wen-Ling
7.JD Jia-Ding Jb %.
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IJ..CZS

2.WX *3.CS

l.SZS

HS

11. sx

ZHE JIANG

10.JH

13 .WL
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3*32 The New Phonemic Systems

This section presents a descriptive comparison of the 
new phonemic systems for the 13 Wu dialects in this study.
3.321 is concerned with the initials; 3*322, the finals; 
and 3*323# the tones. In all three cases a more meaningful 
and rigorous comparison must await the development of a 
theory of paradigm.

A decimal number after the site designation refers to 
a sub-variety within the dialect. The bibliographic sources 
for the dialectal data are listed for each site below.

Site Bibliography
Item Number

1. SZ .1. . . . . . . . . . .  Jj.0
I .S Z .2  ....................... ip.

2.W X-8.S J ................................  . IpL

9.WZ.1.....................k-0
9.WZ.2. 3 ..................... 27»28
10.JH

Segment a l s ..............   26
Tones . . . • • ....... 2

II.S X .................... o-23
12.YK  ............. 2$
13.W L ................   2I4.
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3.321 Initials

All of the dialects studied have at least the 
following initials:

?/zerop t t s t § k

p h t h t s h t g h k h

b d d s ^ 6
f s

9
h

V z £

m n

1
*3

except that 10.JH lacks the two initials* [£] and [ rj ];
xi uu65 i'ooctxii i/i'CtuttS ui oixexu xxi uxxtiu jl u Shuns nCxuS niuu

the zero initial in lower register tones.
l.SZ* 6.SES* 7.JI) and 8.SJ have just this system.

All of the other dialects except 2.WX add [dz] to
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this system and I4..CZS and 9.WZ.1 add just that. 2.WX 
shows a retroflex series ( [ tg, tgh, g, \ ] ), as does 
3.CS ( [tg, tgh, g, d^, ). The source for l.SZ.2
states that some older speakers still retain a retroflex 
series in some words. For example:

Older Younger Older YoungerSpeakers Speakers Speakers Speakers
ia. tsee, I4J4- ts®. Ijlj. 1t satj sâ j I4J4-
& tgaj, iiii. ts® Jjil iiii son M l . . - ̂ . .

s 52 s ®  52 ts *arj ijlj. ts*3rj I4J4.
•y e *  52 s ae. 52 4 tg*a»j l\k ts*3  ̂ l|lj.
* ts 32. 52 tsae. 52 4- z aQ 13 z 3^ 13
~Jv> tg®. ^2 ts® 52 & 13 Z3t) 13
In all of the dialects except 12.YK and 9«WZ.2.3» the

palatal affricates are to some extent in complementary 
distribution with the velars. In 5.HM, 9»WZ, 10.JH, 11.SX, 
12 .YK and 13.WL they are in complementary distribution with 
the plain dental affricates; hence these dialects also 
add [^ ] to the overall system. 12.YK has an additional 
initial series, [c, ch, j , £, j] which is in comple
mentary distribution with the velars. The details of this
complementary distribution are as follows:

l.SZ, 2.WX, 3.CS, l^.CZS, 6.SHS, 7.JD and 3.SJ show 
palatal affricates before the i,i-,y,y- finals, [n ] and
velars elsewhere. l.SZ.l has just the palatal (not dental)
affricates [tg, tg*] before one final, [ ia ] , and it
loses [fi] before the i,i-,y,y- finals. The r-est of the 
sites in this group have [£] in all cases. 10.JH 
operates in essentially the same manner except that [n ]
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remains [n] in all environments and the dental affricates 
alternate with palatal affricates before [y#].

5*HM*s palatal affricates are in complementary distri
bution with the dental affricates, as well, in the same 
environments, i.e., i,i-,y,y- finals show palatals* [n], 
dental affricates and velars occur elsewhere. ll.SX is 
similar to 5.HM except that it has no y- on-glide finals, 
and except that it shows [TSy] but no [Ky].

The situation with the other dialects is somewhat more 
complex. 9.WZ.1 shows palatals before the i,i-,y,y- finals, 
but [n] and velars before [y#], as well as elsewhere-- 
there is no [TSy]. 9.WZ.2.3 have lost most i- and y- on- 
glides. As a result of this and other changes, the palatal 
affricates contrast in many environments with the velars, 
dental affricates, or both. For example:

9.WZ.2 tsi tgie kie
tgy ky
tgi ki

tsau tgau kau
but only: -- "fcgyo

Thus for 9*WZ-2-3- the palatal affricates must be said to 
be contrastive at the new phonemic level.

12.yK's palatal stop series is in complementary distri
bution with the velars before the isi-»y,y- finals; the 
palatal affricates (including [n]), with the dental affri
cates plus [n] and [ ] before the same finals.

In 13.WL, the palatal affricates are in complementary 
distribution with the velars before the i,i-,y- finals 
except as noted below (the data are not clear with respect
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The dental nasai appears as such before [i#], 

but only [î ] occurs before the i-,y,y- finals. There are 
three finals with i- on-glides, i.e., [ie] , [i£] and [iT?]> 
that occur after velars only (not palatals) and there are 
no [e] , [ £ ], [ ??] finals after velars.

5*HM shows some voiceless [h] initial words in the
b allotones; these are in complementary distribution with
[ft], namely, [ft]/___i>i-*y»y-»u-, [h]/ elsewhere. 6.SHS

f* f*and 8.SJ have some speakers who show [f~h], [v~h]/ [u]
and [hu-]>[f], [ftu-]>[v]. 11.SX shows alternation of [ft]
and [v] before [u]. 11.SX also shows free variation of
[dz] and [z], [d^] and [â ].
3.322 Finals

Unlike the initials, comparison of the final systems 
and tone systems is extremely difficult without a theory 
of paradigm. Some general descriptive statements are 
possible but for the most part I shall simply list the 
new phonemic final systems.

• All of the dialects show the simple vowels 
i y £ u

a °
except that 5.HM lacks the [i]/[y] contrast and has 
only [ i] • Note that [o] is [uo] in f>.HM 
and 7.JD, and that [u] is in complementary distribution 
with [ 71 u] in l.SZ, [ u ] /P » [•yu]/ elsewhere.

Dialects 1.SZ-8.SJ have [ia-, uo.]. 9.WZ, 11.SX and
13.WL have [ia* ua]. 10. JH and 12.YK show [ia, ia, ua, tia].
In addition l.SZ shows [ia] and 3»CS-8.SJ show [ua].
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Various subsets of dialects also show [6, ie, uojand 

[4, itf, yit u 3̂ typo finals, but no dialect shows more 
[tf] than [e] finals and several show more [e] than [^] 
finals.

Some historically related finals pattern rather neatly
in some of the modem dialects:
Mid Vowel plus -u:

^y , i^r y, iY <yu, ifu f, if ?u, iu
1.1 1.2 2,3*if.,i> 6,8,11 10

12 13
Low Vowel plus -u:

0,iO A ,iA o.u, iau au, iau
3,5,6,7 2 k 9, 10, 12
8,11,13

The complete open finals systems are:
l.SZ 2.WX

i y £,u u i y &,* u
e i o e o
a (L a cl
ia, irf, ia. ie, ia., iA
ue, urf, ua. ue, ua/
fu d d fu, i f u

for .1 add: I, *Y, i*T ei
for .2 add: ie, Y, iY
KB ? ll/P

7»u/__ el s ewher e
3.CS Ij-.CZS

i y i,u u
e f o f °
a <X. o a (t,
ie, iCL, io, if
ue, ua, ua, utf
tfu, ifu

i y 4,*
a
ie. id. , if
ua, u a , uf
fu, ifu, (LU,
ai, uai, ei
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5.HM

7.JD

NB: uo/Cons. less
TS,n___

3  /  e l s e w h e r e

6.SHSi 4 u i y 4 ue 4 Ya c l d e
a 4 r

a
o 0

i®» ia, ioue, ua, uo, U.CU i a , i  r , io
7 4 ue, ua, u aei, uei, ai, uai71 u, ifu

8.SJi y i u i y 4 u
r e 0a CL 3 a CL 3

ie, ia, io i a , itf , i3ue, ua, uo, ua. ue, ua, u ayy * 7 4

,i 9.WZ.2.3
i y i u 1 y 4 ue o e 4 o
a A 3 e Aa a
iu. ia, ie ia. ieua, uo ua, uo
70, yo yoei, ai, iai ai, iai
au, iau, 7* u au, iau, eu
4 y for.2 add: ei* 4 7 »for. 3 add: u, yfli , ue

NB: Some speakers In .2 keep 
s - a q  >€ >e£ distinct from 
* i a u > i A  > i £

10-.TH
u
o

i^» ia, ia, iu 
u a ,  u a ,  u 1} 1

7V , yo
a u ,  i a u ,  u

e i ,  u e i ,  a i ,  u a i

11 <5Y
i

e
a

4
*

u

o
o

i e ,  ia, i t f  ,  i o  

u e ,  u a
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12 .YK 13.WL

i y 4 u i y i i u / u
/Y e e  ^  o

a S O
«/ v «/ aia, ia, IT

ua, La, u$ ie, ia, iu, ig , io , IV
ya, ŷfi ua, uo, ujrf, ue

yrfai, uai, I'i, u ^ i  NB: ie/K only; e/ elsewhere
au, iau, Vn, H ' u  i£ /ET* only; e~7 else.

NB: o, 1/y , ul* , , yo il* /P,Tg__only;
only in tone II and y /T,TS____
only from *Stop
The core of the nasal systems is

1q :1-13 uq : 10,13
7*^: 1-13 oq: the rest

1 *̂  I   i n  » /U Via, ian : 1,2,5-13 Qst\tCL,i uc^n, u n  : 1-8,11a. aq : 1-3, 6-13 iolj : 1-8, 11
ua, uah : 1-3,7,9-13 yon : 9,10,12

yuq : 13
All but 11.SX have [u^jj]. Some sites show high front
rounded nasal finals:

vn* ^  v v n:yQ: 8 yTij. 1.2,7,12
The complete nasal systems are:
l.SZ.l l.SZ.2

in yn in
tfn oq ^

a Cbrj a &
4S*ua, '
yTq

io>l ia* ioq ~uaq , ufn, uo,q ua, u^q, uCL

2.WX 3.CS
in iq
*  * n ~ OT\ ~«• CL, LU

ia, ion ia. ioq
u£, u^n, uaS u Jl » u 'JiQ
y f  n
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l+.CZS 5.HM

in in
'Jfn oq T n on

Our]
ioq , lout] ia, icn
u^n, ucbP] ulpn, ucu
y T n

6.SHS 7.jd

^  °*1 ^  Tn ona &  a 4
ia, ion ia, io^
u2t , u ^ q  u&, u2L, u ^ q

yrq
8.SJ 9.WZ

in yn en oh
* r,V ' i  a*
«v ia0ia. ion for .1 add: yon ,

VLdC, ut*/j for .2.3 add: uaq , (y )oq
10.JH 11.SX

i n  U *3 £*3 *4T’n  ̂ e oAi
a

ia^uaq , u7»n ie, i0, i9L
yarj , yon , yT n ioq , lag , ia.nue, ujo, u§£ 

uarj , ud/Kj
12 .YK 13 .WL

in in yn un
T«\ oq „ iSn ?n,rq „  "*aq a 0

iaij ia
u T  q, uaq uTn, u£, uo

rJ
Ai

yan , yon , y T q  ynq , yo1 NB: Tn/P
elsewhere
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The basic stop final system is:

i? /ie? /i?? : 1-13
y? : 1-8,10,11,13 o? : 1-3,5-13

io? : 1,3,5,6,7,8,9 yo? : 10,13,(12)io? : 2,3,1].
a? : 9,10,11,13 co? : 3,4,5,6,7iaP : 11 i tt? : "
ua? : 11 ,5 uCb?: 3,4,-,6,7

both: 1,2,8
The complete stop final systems are:

l.SZ 2.WX
a? oj a? o?
ia?,io? , io? ia? , ie? , io,? , io? , iy?ua? , ur? ua? , uy?
yr? yr?

udd for .1: i?? /Tg i7»? /TOi? /P,T7FS__ ie? /P,̂ ?7FS___
add for .2: iy? /Tg__ie? /P,T,TS___
NB: For l.SZ and 2.WX, *qiak>i£ct? , *niak>i^La? , and this is the only occurrence of [ia? ].
3.CS 4.CZS _

a  f\ a?a? sp ax
iy? _ i<x? - io? , io? i*y? ? ia,?.. io?
uo? , u cl? uV? , ucb?NB: a3is a recent merger of yy?Q-? and a? •

5.HM 6.SHSy? o? y? of
a? a? Qj?
iT? , ioj , io? iT?, ict?, io?ua? uT? , uo?
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7.JD

7*? o? 
cJf o?

ie? , io? , ierf 
uo.? , uT?

9.WZ.1i
e
a

XT
%/Y4

u
o

iu, ia, is
ua
jo
ei, iai 
u

u/i,s,z___
T u/ el3 ewhere
ie /I___
ia / elsewhere.

9.WZ.3i
e
a

u
o

ai, eu, yv , ie , no
ia, iai, ua} / f only
eu/iQ__
u/ els ewhere
ie /I___only
uo /P___only

8.SJ

a?
o?

a,?

io? , ia? , ie? , i>? , ia?
ua? , uT?
ye?
ie? ~  i'J'?

NB: ■» qiah>r̂ .£L.? , *niah>i^.a? 
and this the only occur
rence of [ia?3

9.WZ.2i
e
a

u
o

ai, ei
ia, iai, ua} /?  only
eu, 'fn

u/P___
en/TQ___

10.JH
i?
a?

T? o?

ia? , ia?
ua r * u» r f u #s i
yo? » yy?

n.sx
e?
at?
a?

4? T? °T

ie? , io? , i<£? p ia?no? nn? liflt ?. | I 9 •
ua? , n&L?
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12.YK has no stop tone class of finals, hut some finals

occur only in II and come from *Stop, as noted above,
13 .WL o

I? y?iff V? ofa?
ia? , ir?
ua? , uo? , uT?
yo?

3*323 Tones
Besides the stop tones, six of the dialects have just 

two or three sets of phonetically paired (High register/ 
Low register) tones:

Level, Palling, Rising 8,9>li#12
Level, Falling-Rising, Rising 2
Palling, Rising 7

Two other dialects have one or two pairs with one tone 
left over:

Rising, Falling-Rising, / High Level 
Rising, / High Palling 6

Three dialects have one pair of tones, one triplet of tones 
(High, Mid, Low) with one tone left overs

Palling (2), Falling-Rising (3)#/ Low Rising 3
Palling (2), Rising (3)> / Low Falling-Rising 5
Falling (2), Falling-Rising (3), / High Level 10

Finally, two dialects have just one pair of tones and 
three odd tones:

1: Falling, / High Level, Low Rising, High Falling-Rising 
13: Falling, / High Level, Mid Level, Low Rising
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If 3«CS, 5.HM and 10.JH are re-analyzed so that one 

member of their triplet tones is paired with their extra 
tone, they become:

Palling, Falling-Rising, Rising 3,5
Palling, Falling-Rising, Level 10

Similarly, if the data in 1{..CZS and 6.SHS is taken to indi
cate the disappearance of the odd tone*s Low member into 
one of the other pairs, it can be said that their systems 
point towards the pairs:

Rising, Falling-Rising, Level Ij.
Rising, Falling 6

As a result all of the dialects except ij..CZS, 10.JH, l.SZ 
and 13.WL show evidence for at least two pairs of tones, 
Rising and Falling. All but these same dialects point to 
one other tone, namely:

Falling-Rising 2,3*5
Level 8,9»11*12

Since I^.CZS and 10.JH show both of these and lack either 
a Falling or a Rising tone pair, we might assign one of 
their Level or Falling-Rising tones to the missing Rising, 
Falling members, and we get:

^  Level 8,9,11#12'^^^
Rising, Falling,^ __ ij-# 10, (1)

 -an— ' \  Falling- p o c; ^
6,7 Rising

l.SZ appears to operate like Ij..CZS and 10.JH only even less
clearly, and so it is listed after Ij-.CZS and 1C.JH above
in parentheses.
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In almost all dialects, the Stop tones are simply 

High (5) and Low (2), or High and Low Rising (9.WZ.1, 11.SX), 
The complete tonal systems are as follows:

l.SZ
++i+
13

1+2 531+ 
31

5?23? : 2? :

2.WX
1+1+.1 13 

.2
1+3522 ' 31+ 213 5?2?

3.cs
1+2
13

1+23
31

531+213 5?2?
i+.CZS

1(1+213
1+5 531+

13 2?

5 .EM
1+2
13

23
31

31+
213 5?2?

6.SIIS
1+2

13
31+ 5?2 ?

7. JD
1+2
31

31+
13 5?2?

8.SJ
1+2
31

1(1+22 31+
13

5 ?2?
9.WZ.1

1+1+31
1+5
21+

5322 2312
9.WZ.2.3

1(1+31
1+5
23

5322 323212
10.JH

1+1+213 1+35312 53
31

5? o 212?
11. SX

1+2
31

1+5
23

1+1+
22 1+5 ?23?

12 .YK
1|1+22 1+5

23
53
31

13.WL
1(1+31

.1+2 55
13

5 ?2 ?
3.4 Comparison of the Wu P-Rule and D-Rule Systems
3.1+1 Flow Chart

The following flow chart lists the P-rules and D-rules
for each dialect for each of five Chavian levels of orders- 

12ing. The tonal P-rules are shown on a separate chart.
I have eliminated from the chart and listed separately 
any rule in the dialects that is rare and sporadic in 
occurrence, or that would suggest an isogloss supported 
by just that rule. The symbol " means that the rule to 
its left is repeated in that dialect; i.e., it indicates
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horizontal, not vertical, repetition of content. The 
parenthesized rules are optional in application. The number 
to the right on each line of rules has the sole function 
of identifying that line of rules and will be used for the 
dialectal comparison in

The method used in constructing these phonologies was 
essentially that described by Gumperz and Ferguson.^
First the P-rule systems for each of the dialects was 
constructed in isolation and then the P-rule sets were 
compared. To the greatest extent possible rules and rule 
ordering were made to bo similar for all of the dialects, 
and an attempt was made for them to share as many rules as 
possible. In this way the phonologies became more and 
more comparable, but they remain essentially internally 
motivated.

The flow chart allows for rather exact and precise 
comparison of the similarities between the dialects. There 
are several problems with ordering that should not be 
regarded as definitively resolved in the chart. For example, 
with respect to palatalization, it was found to be expedient 
to put all of the palatalization on one level, but 9.WZ 
with its palatalization of [h] before [ttf] and 13.WL with 
its palatalization of the velar and dental nasals before 
certain finals both provide some evidence that palataliza
tion for those two dialects has begun to be pushed up to 
Level II. The shifts in 9.WZ of [Ki] and other forms to 
[TSl ] would seem to support this possibility. But the 
evidence, though suggestive, was not regarded as conclusive.
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139.
In another case, 9.WZ shows the two ordered rules:

1. f u >  eu 
2« eu > au 

whereas most of the other dialects have only 
T u  > eu or eu > -fu

or both. However, it appears that the rules in 9.WZ must 
occur in Level IV and III, respectively, whereas the rule 
in the other dialects comparable to 9.WZ*s rule 1. should
A A  A W  T, Atf a 1 T T T  T  4* 4 m  A n  ^ V a 4* n  <4 a m a v m a ^  wv v v v a  va* jjwv gut dblx« x  u x o  a o o u l u o u  uXlau u u x o  a x a i u  w x  a u w u v x j

in the phonologies has not received its full explanation 
and it will be investigated further.
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Level IV P-Rules
9 10
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.1.2: „ 
t >  ie
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3 > /Cless # u TS,n.2.3:
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ek > ei
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Level III P-Rules
10
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Level III P-Rules Continued 
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Level I P-Rules 
2 10 12 
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Level ill:
23 > 312 23 > 22 23 > 312 23 > 13 23 > 312 — 1
1+5 > 1+35 it it — — — — 2
1+2 > 1+1+2 n — 1+2 > 1+1+2 m m m — — 3
31 > 231 n rt n tl it 1+
Level II:
231 > 23 ii ti ii n it — 1
li-35 > l|23 — 1+35 > 1+23 an aa — — — 2

M Ml 53k > 3k — 531+ > 31+ it tt 3

!
H 

| 
A

mm mm — — — — — 1+
Level I:
1+1+2 > ljl+ II mm mm 1+1+2 > 1+1+ — » mm 1
23 > 13 II 23 > 22 23 > 213 23 > 13 ll n 2

— — — 213 > 13 — 213 > 13 it 3
312 > 31 -- 312 > 31 312 > 31 mmmm mm mm 1+
14-23 > 1+2 — mm am 1+5 > 23 1+5 > 31+ tt 5
l+5?> 5? II it II ii ii tt 6
.2:
23? > 2? II tt II it n it 7
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P-Rules 
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Tonal P-Rules Continued 161.
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l.SZ.l

1.SZ.2

2.WX

3.cs

i;.czs

162.Additional P- and D-Rules 
III: a > e/ n
II: a > e/u_i eu > rfy arj > oq /m(t > * / n k cl > o/u k V > 3 /n,z tdz > z 4 d^> \
I:___ JBl > zero/_i,i-,y,y- (uo > 0/ k)
D: cu > P / 531}. > 513 31 > 331U2 > ip. 13 > 21; 5? > 1}.?

Ill: a > e/__n
II: a > e/u i eu > fa aq > on /mY /u^k dz ' s ^ ^
I: (r > o/P t)
D: 531; > ljl2 1}2 > 52

IV: ^n>rrj/T__  ( T n > j  ,0 ̂  /TS__J
II: CL> T /u k dz > z (ds. z)(TS~ k)
D: 31; > 33> 23 > 11; ^ ^ kh > 5514-35 > 321; (y3? > ya? /£_) 22 > 33

IV: TQ > TS/__ £2 (yei > y/?____)
III: o > o /m k
II: uq* > uo/_t,k CL > o/u k (dz > z)(Tg k)
I: uo > o /__ k ( V > o/P___t)
D: 22 > 33 1|2 > 53 5314 > 321;
IV: aq > et̂  /TS
III: e > a/u i ^ > £/ |y>y Tn,iok^
II: T > fl*/z t Q~> T ,o /u k an > on /m(cu> ? 7̂ I_is) > r /rj _U 4 4 *“
I: y > u/ r ^ T t  b > a/Kas^Lai II
D: 111; > 55 13 > 21; 53lf > 1+23clu
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Addition P- and D-Rules Continued 163.
5.HM IV: (aij > eq_/TS___)

II: u ̂  > o/h,fi___k Gb > T  / ̂  »u__k (dz > z)
I: n  > *3 <>> uo/_# e > ie/JI"®? — 'ie /Cless

£ > b/_lIDlff] O. > ?  / k
D: 13 > 111- lj.2 > 53

6.SHS III: u > o/ k
II: Cb> T /u k ( V >a,/z,n t) dz > z

(Ct> 7 /TST^lesSfj k) d2̂  > ^
I: ii > Y
D: (13 > Ik) k-2 > 53

7.JD II: <**> > V /u___ k eu > jrfy dz > z
> o /TQ k d̂ . > ^

I: yrj > il] o > uo/ # e > ie/ ^

D: 1l2 > 5 3  2? > 3?
8.SJ IV: (fiyei > vi)

III: u y  > o/___k o > o /m k
II: ucl> o/___k dz > z d^ > \
I: r >  e/y k fi > zero/ yVk h,fi > f,v/ u#

fiu > v/ at
D: e > 1^____ f 311- > 35 2? > 3? Ij2 > 53

9.WZ.1 IV: y > i/K y k  q > fi/___
III: ie > i ? n  > on/q __(Kles3 ̂  ,'j> __)
II: y > u/fi, ? ___

„ - /Cless VlessI: u*yt > ot u > zero/ g  ̂^
D: i|5 > 5i|. 53 > il-2 22 > 11 h > x p$ > ey
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Additional P- and D-Rules Continued I61j..
9.VIZ.2 IV: eu > *y u/T___

I: i,y,u > zero/Clessf*___Vless6,o
D: > )£ 323 > 2^1 53 > ij-2

23 > 22 212 > 212 u >x)/___

9.WZ.3 III: fa > y/TS  ik > i/TS  3 > A/Tgi__
I: a > £ /C k,# fi > z"/ u ia > i£ /T ^  ,t

. ^ /Cless Vless ig > y A / *J011i,y,u > zevor ^   £ , 3 —  s*
D: J,£ > 323 > 323 53 > 1*2

23 , 3^ 212 > 212 a » -a / _
10. JK V: > CL /u t

IV: (yei > y/TS___ )
II: C b > V  /u,C k (? >CL/K___t)

> o /i___k__________>CL/n__t
(ik > iat'/T ) (y ̂  > y/TC t)
ie > y rf /Tg__ /1

j. o > u/C q b > a/ra,n,l II  fi> zero
•] > zero/ Non-pal.

D: 53 > 52 i+35 > k2k k b >  22 31 > 21p.
5? > 3? h > x

11. SX IV: erj > en Tfq >?n/y___
  /  - /  -  w .  f  /.•  \  .  s . rvi A r  MXXX* U. *<f ^ U.O f  h . \ C? I// X / W  ̂f’ i

II: (fi > v/____u) (z > dz) (dz > z)
I: a > ge. / ,t (uo > o/K k ) (ok > iok/K )

Qt1 > e/__k ok > uok/p__
D: ( '32, > J32./K___ ? ) £ > jfi/_i#

( e > je/K__^  ,# ) > W  y#
o > U/____ n CL > D /___0 > t> /_______ #
a > A/u__^ 1*5? > 31 > 231 1*5 > 335
23 > 113 22 > 11 112 > 51 ¥l- > 33
23? >12?
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Additional P- and D-Rules Continued 165*
12.YK V: > e/T q

IV: A k > A i / C   io > u a /T5 k
*2 > i/$,^___

> i/elsewhere
III: io > u/Tg__k o ><t/C k
II: a k  > ct,u e > tt/___

P > ro/ I rj , a,rj , a, pq,--
t > n/ i»j , —  , *a, rq# okj

I: (y >lLL /K #) a *]> ak > ai/C___
d : fi > H /__ _y*y- a > A/#i__#; u, ̂

> j /___iaj > ̂  /u___ #
> 0* /___tt(, > /else #

h > x ai >T> e T > e> /i,y___
1̂ 5 > 3 5  53 > 52 23 > 1 3  31 > {2ljl,2ii.}

13.WL III: > ifru/K
II: fi >? / o Cb > 0 /____ q
I: a > ia/Kstops n > a?

e > ieyfcstops_#,~ a > c /T TSi* #. oo > uo/KIessyv # f
K k 4________ <5t> */_

£ > ? / y#.iu»o# a > £ /F,v ^
a > i^/Kstops____ t o > u/
b > a/nas,lat II  Cb> / t

D: 2r > i? Ifl). > 33
3«1|2 Dialectal Relationships

On the following map I have put the isoglosses that
correspond to rule difference and similarity among the
Wu Dialects. The isoglosses were chosen on the basis of
clustering of characteristics, i.e., I have not drawn in
an isogloss for every rule difference. I have also not
drawn in the isogloss separating two dialects when just
they are surrounded by one isogloss.
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JIANG SU 166

lj-.CZS

2.WXJ^3.CS

l.SZ

6.3HS8.S

11. SX

JIANG

10.JH

12.YK
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The major Wu isogloss is 1. It is supported by the 

following rules:
V: i*
IV: 1-6,8,9,lib,14,17 
III: 1-5,10,11|., 15,19, T3 
II: 2A,5,8.9,11,T3 
I: l-2,lj-6,8,9,12-lk,22,Tl,6,7 D: 1,1*

This constitutes the clustering of the largest number and 
greatest depth of ordering of rules of any isogloss. It 
generally parallels the border of a mountainous area in 
central ZheJiang that isolates 9.WZ, 10.JH and 12 .YK from 
the dialects to the north. 10.JH and 12.YK lie in a long 
narrow river valley that runs through these mountains to the 
plain to the north. This valley and the influence of the 
many Min dialects around 9.WZ have apparently kept 10.JH 
and 12 .YK more like the rest of Wu than 9»WZ, which shows 
many changes not shared by other Wu dialects. These geo
graphical facts receive their lir*uistic interpretation in 
isogloss 2 which depicts the rules where both 9.WZ and
10.JH-12.YK differ from Northern Wu and from each other:

V: l\.
IV: 1-8- lb.
Ill: 1-5,10,15 
II: 2,i|.,5,8,9,H I: 1-2,6,8,9,12.-13,22,T3,6,7 
D: 1

and xsogloss 3, which represents those rules that 10.JH 
and 12 .YK share only with each other:

V: 6
III: 9, (12)
II: 3,7,Tk 
I: 11, (7)
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Apparently, 9»WZ has had some Influence on 13 .WL,

the neighboring dialect also in the narrow coastal plain
of southern ZheJiang. This influence is represented by
isogloss 4 which is supported by the following rules:

V: 4 
IV:10,12 
III: 6,T3 
I: 22,23,2^
D: 8

9.WZ has similarly influenced 12 .YK (V:1,11:1) and 10.JH 
(V:5), but not sufficiently to suggest another isogloss.

Isogloss 5b, which represents properties shared by 
all of the dialects south of it:

V: 1
II: 7,12,14 
I: 13,16,17 D: 4

Is considerably weaker than isogloss 1, so that it and 
isogloss 5a, supported by the rules:

IV: 8
III: (11,15)
I: 19,T5

distinguish 11.SX and,13wWL as a distinct subgroup of the
Northern Wu dialects.

Isogloss 6, the major isogloss in the north, represents
the similarities of l.SZ, 2.WX, 3»CS and sometimes 4*CZS, as
opposed to the dialects to the east and south. The first
three dialects can share their rules with 5*^1

Iso. 6a III: 10,l8,Tl,4 
II: 6,T1 D: 2

or not:
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Iso. 6b III: 17,T2,3 

II: 10,T2 
I: 8,9,15,T1 
D: 3,5,6

Note that isogloss 6 is supported by more rules than either
isogloss 7 or isoglossea 5&-5h.

Isogloss 7, which isolates if.CZS and 5.HM from the
dialects south of it, is supported by the following rules:

IV: 9 
II: 12,13 
I: k 
E: 3,4,7

It probably represents an influence from Mandarin on the 
border Wu dialects. It is supported by ij..CZS{s idiosyn
cratic rules:

IV: 12
III: 12,19,T1 
II: 6,9,11,13 
I: 5,I*!-,19,T3

and it and 6a-b are supported by p.HM's idiosyncratic rules:
III: Ik 
II: 5,9,1k 
I: 8,13,18,19

Within the group l.SZ, 2.WX and 3.CS, there are many
bohds, but l.SZ and 2.WX share these rules:

IV: 12 
III: 12,T3 
II: 5,9 I: 17,19,Tl,2

and 3.CS is set off by several idiosyncratic rules:
IV: 9
III: 7,17,18 
I: 9,19,20,T2

so that l.SZ and 2.WX appear to be more closely related 
than either is to 3.CS. Notice, however, that there are
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several bonds between 2.WX and I4..CZS and between l.SZ 
and 3.CS, as follows:

The links between 2.WX and i|..CZS cross an already well 
motivated isogloss— this must be due to influence of i|..CZS

3.CS. Thus these links both seem less important than the 
links between l.SZ and 2.WX.

Of the remaining three dialects, there is little evi
dence for any subgrouping. 5»HM (and lj..CZS on occasion) 
influence sometimes just 6.SHS (III: 7,Tlj.; II: 13,TI; 1:19)* 
sometimes Just 7»JE (III: 12; I: 15), and sometimes both 
(III: 13,16; I: T2)— this is represented in isogloss 9.
Since this represents either the Mandarin pressure from 
the north, or innovations in some of the dialects l.SZ- 
7..JD that do not happen to reach one of these three 
dialects: and since there are also links between just the 
pairs 6.SHS and 8.SJ (11:6) and 7.JD and 8.SJ (III: 7;
I: T7), isogloss 9 cannot substantiate too strong a 
6.SHS-7.JD subgroup.

On the basis of these isoglosses, their relative 
strength and their interpretations presented above, the 
Wu systematic historical relationships can be diagrammed 
as follows:

2.WX,1|.CZS l.SZ,3.CS

III: 7,20 
II: 11,13,11^ 
I: 20

IV: 8 
III: T1 
II: 11,T2 
I: TIi,

on 2.WX; and thex-e sx̂ e only five rul
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1210

11

2

3.£ Conclusion
I posited in .3.1 and 3.2 a model for making rigorcuL- 

and precise comparisons of dialects possible. I attempc-ed 
in 3.3 and 2>»b to show how this model works in the case of 
the Wu dialects. Even though both the model and the 
analysis of the data could undoubtedly be improved, it can 
be concluded that the model presented will allow us to 
perform theoretically sound and linguistically interesting 
research in dialectology.
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1. 'Linguistic Diversity in South. Asia, * IJAL 

Publication 13.
2. Chao, Y. R., 'Contrastive Aspects of the Wu Dialects,' 

Language. I4.3.I, 1967; p. 91*..
3. 'Is Structural Dialectology Possible?* Word 10.3,

195ifJ PP. 388-kOO.
if.* 'The Short Vowel System of Northern Switzerland, *

Word 16.2, I960; pp. 155-182. 'Dialect Geography 
and the Concept of Phonological Space,' Word ldr.1,
1962; pp. 23-32.

5. *0n Discreteness and Continuity in Structural Dia
lectology,' Word 13.1, 1957; pp. 1^-59*

6. 'Some General Properties of Phonological Rules,' 
Language h3*l, 1967; p. 126.

7. See 1.31 for a discussion of Wang's concept. The 
notion of rule equivalence presented in l.lj.2 is also 
relevant to this section.

8. Hence, economy and plausibility do not conflict. It 
would be interesting to see if chains occur which are 
not economical, i.e., if change sometimes does not 
take the shortest plausible route.

9. Aspects of Phonological Theory, Harper and Row, 
tfew York, 1968; p. 67*

10. Wm. G. Moulton has pointed out to me how readily such 
diagrams cen be converted into iconic symbols to be 
used on dialect maps.

11. In addition, this example supports the need for a 
single feature over which a D-rule arrow can range 
to show diphthongization and monophthongization as 
gradual shift3.

12. The phonetic symbols used in the rules are to be 
understood as designating distinctive feature matrices.

13. 'Phonological Differences in Three Hindi Dialects,' 
Language 3U-.2, 1958; pp. 212-2214..
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Abbreviations used in the following Chinese sources:
^ s - 5 - l g . ^ f .  H , it t  St $  & Jik.

Peking; 1958.
2GYW ^  gg i & X  X  ^  fa

21}.. ^ } ^  y  % >§- ■§- ^  %ff
ZGYW; 1966.
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Peking; I960.
26. fc) i %-5

PYPC.
A, '27.

ZGYW; 1961j..
23. %5ic (̂) ;;r, ' 7®.'>H z~ i V3 if X. v&)\

17/î rt.T. 7 A^t.Mriv*S X7Ui4-#
29- t - H  f , ' *  >n, K,% &c-;g fes -is- £  %  .S.'.

ZGYW; 1961.
30.

ZGYW; 1962.
31 • ^  %  %:» ' ̂  J|> y£ w  »1» v$9 B̂r =- on ^  5  t£> S1 J

ZGYW; 1961j..
32. -5 *t £  &  b$ bb f£/.

FV"Pfi.

33. 5 * ^  sbiiL %  id ^  -S-7

FYPG.

3^- & ;
FYPC.

35. p-j- ̂  ̂  ^  $3: '
riro.
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176.

ZGYW; 1961.

ZGYW; 1958.

Nanking; 1953*

Peking: 1959.
2*1. -jS- Jfc ^  f & &  5 5*- &  3T I

iiO t  f- &a & b .
Nanking; i960,
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